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Abstract: We explicitly construct the four and two fermion zero modes for the mixed-flux
generalization of the Hofman-Maldacena giant magnon on two of the AdS3 backgrounds
with maximal amount of supersymmetry, AdS3×S3×T4 and AdS3×S3×S3×S1. We also
show how to get the psu(1|1)4 and su(1|1)2 superalgebras from the semiclassically quantized
fermion zero modes.
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1 Introduction
In the study of the holographic correspondence [1] integrability plays a key role, as it
allows us to reduce the dynamics of interactions to diffractionless two-body scattering of
elementary excitations, or magnons. In the context of the best understood example, the
AdS5/CFT4 duality, integrable structures were found on both the gauge theory (N = 4
super Yang-Mills) [2–4] and string theory (type IIB superstring theory on AdS5×S5) sides
[5–9]. This shifted focus to the worldsheet S-matrix [10], which was determined (up to an
overall phase) by Beisert, using only the SU(2|2)×SU(2|2) symmetry of the theory [11, 12].
The remaining phase factor was then calculated using crossing symmetry [13–17].
An important result of Beisert’s analysis was the dispersion relation for the magnon
 =
√
1 + 4h2 sin2 p2 , (1.1)
where
h =
√
λ
2pi , (1.2)
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and p is the momentum of the magnon on the worldsheet. Hofman and Maldacena explicitly
constructed a classical string configuration on R × S2, naming it the giant magnon [18],
with dispersion relation  = 2h sin p2 , in agreement with the large coupling limit (this is
where the string theory approximation is valid) of (1.1). Subsequently this was generalized
to the dyonic giant magnon [19], living on R×S3, with the exact dispersion relation already
at the (semi-)classical level.
The giant magnon is a BPS state, and as such, it should be part of a 16 dimensional
short multiplet of SU(2|2) × SU(2|2) [12]. Hofman and Maldacena argued that in order
to reproduce this representation, the giant magnon should have eight fermion zero modes
[18]. This was later explicitly shown by Minahan [20], who constructed these zero modes
from the quadratic fermion fluctuation piece of the Green-Schwarz action, taking the giant
magnon as the background. Quantizing these modes, he was also able to match them to
the fermionic generators of the SU(2|2)× SU(2|2) residual algebra.
Remarkably, integrability persists to other, less symmetric classes of AdS/CFT duals.
There has been significant progress in AdS4/CFT3, for references see [21], but this paper
is concerned with AdS3/CFT2. In particular, we will focus on two1 AdS3 backgrounds
with maximal supersymmetry (16 supercharges), AdS3× S3×T4 and AdS3× S3× S3× S1.
Supergravity equations relate the radii of AdS3 and S3 components, for AdS3 × S3 × T4
they give
RAdS3 = RS3 , (1.3)
while for AdS3×S3×S3×S1 the AdS radius R and the radii of the two 3-spheres R± must
satisfy [22]
1
R2+
+ 1
R2−
= 1
R2
. (1.4)
Historically, these backgrounds were considered in two different settings: either supported
by Ramond-Ramond (R-R) or Neveu–Schwarz-Neveu–Schwarz (NS-NS) fluxes. They were
shown to be classically integrable with pure R-R flux [23–25], and in fact remain classically
integrable even when supported by mixed R-R and NS-NS fluxes [26]
F = 2q˜
(
Vol(AdS3) + cosϕVol(S3+) + sinϕVol(S3−)
)
,
H = 2q
(
Vol(AdS3) + cosϕVol(S3+) + sinϕVol(S3−)
)
,
(1.5)
where the overall factors satisfy q˜ =
√
1− q2, and the range is given by q ∈ [0, 1]. Recently,
it was found that the mixed-flux action is equivalent to the pure NS-NS theory with an
R-R modulus turned on [27] upon identifying q and q˜ as
q = k α
′
R2
, q˜ = −gsc0k α
′
R2
, (1.6)
where k is integral and c0 is continuous. This is different to the conventional interpretation
of the mixed-flux background as the near-horizon limit of bound states of D1/D5- and
1 There is a third background with 16 supercharges: AdS3 × S3 ×K3, which should also be possible to
understand using integrable methods, at least in the orbifold limit of K3, and it would then be interesting
to see what happens when blow-up modes are turned on.
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F1/NS5-branes carrying R-R and NS-NS charges, respectively. Signs of integrability on
the CFT side have also been identified [28] in the CFT2 dual to strings on AdS3×S3×T4,
however, finding the CFT2 dual of AdS3×S3×S3×S1 string theory proved to be a difficult
problem [29–32].
Assuming that integrability holds for the mixed-flux theory at the quantum level,
Hoare and Tseytlin first calculated the tree-level S-matrix for the massive spectrum of
AdS3 × S3 × T4 in uniform light-cone gauge [33], then, by analysing the constraints of
symmetry, they proposed an exact massive worldsheet S-matrix [34], generalizing the result
of [35] to q 6= 0. They also found the magnon dispersion relation to be
± =
√
M2± + 4 q˜2 h2 sin2
p
2 . (1.7)
The dyonic giant magnon solutions [19] on R × S3, with two angular momenta (J1, J2),
were lifted to q 6= 0 by Hoare, Stepanchuk and Tseytlin [36], fixing2
M± = J2 ± qhp . (1.8)
Quantization leads to M± = m ± qhp with m = 1, and in fact, using symmetry argu-
ments, the dispersion relation was shown to hold to all loops for both massive and massless
magnons m = 1, 0 in [39], where the massless and mixed-mass S-matrices were also de-
termined. In recent developments, integrable methods were used to derive the protected
spectrum of these AdS3 backgrounds, proving that the dispersion relations above receive no
corrections to all orders in the sting tension [40, 41]. The same protected spectrum in the
AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1 background was derived independently using supergravity and WZW
methods in [42]. In the case of the AdS3 × S3 × T4 background the protected spectrum
agrees with the older results of [43].
This paper is concerned with the fermion fluctuations around the AdS3 giant magnon.
The residual (off-shell) symmetry algebra of the ground state of AdS3×S3×T4 superstring
theory is the centrally extended psu(1|1)4 superalgebra [35, 39, 44, 45], while on AdS3×S3×
S3×S1 the elementary excitations transform under the centrally extended su(1|1)2 algebra
[46, 47]. Analogously to the case of AdS5×S5, the giant magnon is a BPS state, and should
be part of the 4 and 2 dimensional short multiplets of psu(1|1)4 and su(1|1)2, respectively.
To reproduce these representations, the mixed-flux giant magnon on AdS3 × S3 × T4 and
AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1 should have 4 and 2 fermion zero modes, respectively, and our main
objective is to find these zero modes, following the calculation of Minahan [20]. The rest
of this paper is structured as follows.
In section 2 we present the two-charge giant magnon on AdS3 × S3 × T4 with mixed
flux, found by Hoare, Stepanchuk and Tseytlin [36], and describe a one-parameter family
generalizing the Hofman-Maldacena magnon of q = 0, that we call stationary. The reason
Minahan [20] managed to find zero modes relatively easily is that he took the HM magnon,
rather than the more general dyonic magnon, as starting point. Similarly, the stationary
2 The same mixed-flux classical giant magnon solution was also found as a limit of rigidly rotating strings
[37], and using the dressing method [38].
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magnon is the bosonic background that will make subsequent calculations most simple.
Finally, we outline how the magnon can be put on AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1.
In section 3 we discuss the quadratic fermionic action, which is obtained from the
GS action by considering perturbations around the giant magnon as background. We will
look at the zero mode condition and kappa-gauge fixing, before arriving at the zero mode
equations of motion. These equations are then solved in section 4, to get the expected
number of normalizable zero modes. After semiclassical quantization, we construct the
fermionic generators of the corresponding superalgebras.
In section 5 we consider the special case of q = 1. In agreement with the chiral nature
of the background, we find that all of the zero modes are non-normalizable. Since the
notion of stationary magnon breaks down, we cannot simply take the q → 1 limit of the
zero modes found for q < 1, and the issue of semiclassical quantization also needs further
attention. This is a question we hope to return to in the future. We conclude in section 6
and present some of the more technical details in appendices.
2 Bosonic solution
In the case of the AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1 background, choosing unit radius for AdS, the
supergravity equations allow a one-parameter family of radii for the the two spheres S3±:
1
R2+
= α ≡ cos2ϕ , 1
R2−
= 1− α ≡ sin2ϕ , (2.1)
and in fact this covers AdS3× S3×T4 as well, for ϕ = 0. Another parameter of the theory
is q ∈ [0, 1], describing the amount of NS-NS background flux, or equivalently, the R-R
modulus in the pure NS-NS theory via q˜ =
√
1− q2, as described below (1.5).
Most of this section is a summary of the work done by Hoare, Stepanchuk and Tseytlin
on the mixed-flux two-charge giant magnon on R ×S3 [36]. We make the contribution of
pointing out that a certain restriction of their solution can be regarded as the mixed-
flux generalization of the Hofman-Maldacena magnon, which will enable us to identify
the fermion zero modes on the the AdS3 backgrounds. Furthermore, we describe the
corresponding solution on AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1.
2.1 Strings on R×S3 with mixed flux
Using Hopf coordinates for the 3-sphere (see appendix A)
Z1 = sin θ eiφ1 , Z2 = cos θ eiφ2 , (2.2)
the R×S3 bosonic string action in static conformal gauge, which sets the target-space time
(coordinate on R) proportional to the worldsheet time
t = κτ , (2.3)
is given by
S1[Ω] = −h2
∫
M
d2σ
[
∂aθ∂
aθ + sin2θ ∂aφ1∂aφ1 + cos2θ ∂aφ2∂aφ2
+ q(cos 2θ + c)(φ˙1φ′2 − φ˙2φ′1)
]
,
(2.4)
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where a = 0, 1 correspond to τ, σ, ˙ = ∂τ , ′ = ∂σ, the worldsheet metric is η = diag(−1, 1), h
is the string tension, and we represent maps from the worldsheet to S3 by Ω = (θ, φ1, φ2).
The expression proportional to q represents the Wess-Zumino term, and the parameter
c was introduced by Hoare et al. [36]. This c-term is a total derivative and drops out
of the equations of motion, but will affect the conserved charges for string solutions with
non-periodic boundary conditions, e.g. the dyonic giant magnon.
From the action it is an easy exercise to derive the equations of motion
θ¨ − θ′′ − sin θ cos θ
(
φ˙21 − φ′21 − φ˙22 + φ′22 + 2q
(
φ˙1φ
′
2 − φ˙2φ′1
))
= 0 ,
sin2θ
(
φ¨1 − φ′′1
)
+ 2 sin θ cos θ
(
θ˙φ˙1 − θ′φ′1 + q
(
θ′φ˙2 − θ˙φ′2
))
= 0 ,
cos2θ
(
φ¨2 − φ′′2
)
− 2 sin θ cos θ
(
θ˙φ˙2 − θ′φ′2 + q
(
θ′φ˙1 − θ˙φ′1
))
= 0 ,
(2.5)
which need to be supplemented with the conformal gauge Virasoro constraints
V1[Ω] ≡ θ˙2 + θ′2 + sin2θ(φ˙21 + φ′21 ) + cos2θ(φ˙22 + φ′22 ) = κ2 ,
V2[Ω] ≡ θ˙θ′ + sin2θ φ˙1φ′1 + cos2θ φ˙2φ′2 = 0 .
(2.6)
Conserved charges. Classical string solutions on R×S3 will have a number of conserved
Noether charges, and the ones of particular interest to us are the spacetime energy E (due
to translational invariance in AdS time t) and the angular momenta J1 and J2 (due to
invariance under shifts in φ1 and φ2)
E = 2pihκ ,
J1[Ω] = h
∫ pi
−pi
dσ
[
sin2θ φ˙1 − q2(cos 2θ + c)φ
′
2
]
,
J2[Ω] = h
∫ pi
−pi
dσ
[
cos2θ φ˙2 +
q
2(cos 2θ + c)φ
′
1
]
.
(2.7)
2.2 The SU(2) principal chiral model
The conformal gauge string action on R×S3 is equivalent to that of the principal chiral
model (PCM) with a Wess-Zumino term (proportional to q ∈ [0, 1]) and underlying group
SU(2), which has a group manifold diffeomorphic to S3. In terms of the left currents
J = g−1dg, where g ∈ SU(2), the action is given by
S = −h2
[ ∫
M
d2σ 12tr(J+J−)− q
∫
B
d3σ 13ε
abctr(JaJbJc)
]
, Ja = g−1∂ag , (2.8)
where M is the decompactified string worldsheet, B is a 3d manifold with boundary M,
and σ± = 12(τ ± σ). Using the parametrization
g =
(
Z1 Z2
−Z∗2 Z∗1
)
∈ SU(2) , (2.9)
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and substituting (2.2) we get the action (2.4). Also introducing the right current K =
dgg−1, the PCM equations of motion can be written in the two equivalent forms
(1 + q)∂−J+ + (1− q)∂+J− = 0 ,
(1− q)∂−K+ + (1 + q)∂+K− = 0 .
(2.10)
From the action we get the left-invariant and right-invariant conserved SU(2) currents
La = Ja − qabJb , Ra = Ka + qabKb , ∂aLa = ∂aRa = 0 , (2.11)
which give rise to the conserved charges
QL = h
∫
dσ (J0 + qJ1) , QR = h
∫
dσ (K0 − qK1) . (2.12)
From these we can define the following pair of scalar charges, of particular interest for the
case of the giant magnon
J = − i4 (tr [QL · σ3] + tr [QR · σ3]) , M = −
i
4 (−tr [QL · σ3] + tr [QR · σ3]) . (2.13)
Substituting in the Hopf parametrization (2.2) we get
J = h
∫ pi
−pi
dσ
[
sin2θ φ˙1 − q2(cos 2θ + 1)φ
′
2
]
,
M = h
∫ pi
−pi
dσ
[
cos2θ φ˙2 +
q
2(cos 2θ − 1)φ
′
1
]
.
(2.14)
Comparing these SU(2) charges to those in (2.7) we have
J1 = J − c− 12 hq∆φ2 , J2 = M +
c+ 1
2 hq∆φ1 , (2.15)
where ∆φi = φi(pi)− φi(−pi). We see that non-zero boundary twists ∆φi break the SU(2)
symmetry, there is no choice of c for which J,M are obtained as Noether charges of the
local action (2.4).
2.3 Two-charge giant magnon on R×S3
The giant magnon is a solution in the Hofman-Maldacena limit [18], where E and J1 are
taken to infinity—i.e. κ→∞—with their difference held fixed (thus finite)
E, J1 →∞ , E − J1, J2 = fixed . (2.16)
We can decompactify the worldsheet by rescaling3
x = κσ , t = κτ , κ→∞ , x ∈ (−∞,+∞) , (2.17)
3 Slightly abusing notation, in static gauge the target-space time is functionally the same as our rescaled
τ .
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which essentially describes an open string with non-trivial boundary conditions. With this,
the giant magnon on AdS3 × S3 × T4 with mixed flux [36] is given by
Z1 =
eit [b+ i tanhU ]√
1 + b2
, Z2 =
eiV sechU√
1 + b2
, (2.18)
where, with γ = (1− u2)−1/2,
U = cos ρ q˜ γ(x− ut),
V = sin ρ q˜ γ(t− ux)− qx,
(2.19)
and the parameters4 are related via
b = q˜ γu sec ρ+ q tan ρ. (2.20)
Hoare et al. also found that the worldsheet momentum of the magnon is related to
the opening angle between the two endpoints on the equator p = ∆φ1. Looking at (2.18)
this is
p = 2 arccot b . (2.21)
Furthermore, the boundary term in the local action (2.4) was fixed to be c = 1 to keep the
difference E − J1 finite, in particular
E − J1 = 2hq˜γ sec ρ sin2 p2 ,
J2 = M + hqp, M = 2h sin2 p2
(
tan ρ− q cot p2
)
.
(2.22)
Using (2.20), it is easy to see that the magnon satisfies the dispersion relation
E − J1 =
√
(J2 − hqp)2 + 4h2q˜2 sin2 p2 . (2.23)
2.4 Stationary magnon on R×S3
The parameter u can be regarded as the velocity of the magnon, and the boosted worldsheet
coordinates
X = γ(x− ut), T = γ(t− ux) (2.24)
naturally appear in the solution (2.18). In the next section we want to obtain the fermion
zero modes of the giant magnon. These are, in some loose sense, independent of time, but
also require the bosonic solution to be stationary, i.e. have a time-independent shape. In
other words, apart form the eit term in Z1, we want the solution to only depend on X .
This fixes the value of ρ
sin ρ = qu√
1− q2√1− u2 =
γuq
q˜
, (2.25)
4 Throughout [36] another parameter v is used, which is the magnon speed only in the q = 0 limit, and
related to our parameter u by the relativistic boost u = v−q1−vq .
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and the solution becomes
Z1 =
eit
[
b+ i tanh
(
γ
√
q˜2 − u2X
)]
√
1 + b2
,
Z2 =
e−iqγX sech
(
γ
√
q˜2 − u2X
)
√
1 + b2
, b = u√
q˜2 − u2 .
(2.26)
It is worth noting that M = 0 for this choice of the parameter ρ, so the stationary
magnon is a natural restriction from the perspective of the PCM, and the dispersion relation
(2.23) takes the simpler form
E − J1 = 2hq˜ sin p2 . (2.27)
This is much like the dispersion relation of the single-charge magnon of Hofman and Mal-
dacena, for which Minahan found the fermion zero modes in the AdS5 geometry [20]. This
further justifies taking the stationary magnon as the starting point of the zero-mode anal-
ysis.
2.4.1 Parameter ranges
Since u is a worldsheet speed, one might expect it to take values in the range (−1, 1). This
is certainly true for the general solution (2.18), but the stationary condition (2.25) further
restricts
sin2 ρ ≤ 1 ⇒ |u| ≤ q˜. (2.28)
It might look like we are missing some solutions, but in fact there will be a stationary
magnon for each value of the worldsheet momentum p. This becomes obvious once we
rewrite the stationary condition (2.25) using (2.20) as
u = q˜ cos p2 , tan ρ = q cot
p
2 . (2.29)
2.5 Mixed-flux giant magnon on AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1
We can construct the AdS3×S3×S3×S1 dyonic magnon using the prescription of appendix
B, by putting the magnon (2.18) on S3+ and the BMN string on S3−. In Hopf coordinates
for the two spheres S3±
Z±1 = sin θ± eiφ
±
1 , Z±2 = cos θ± eiφ
±
2 , (2.30)
the solution is given by
θ+ = arccos
(sech [A cos ρ q˜X ]√
1 + b2
)
,
φ+1 = At+ arctan
(
b−1 tanh [A cos ρ q˜X ] ) , φ+2 = A sin ρ q˜ T −Aqx ,
θ− = pi2 , φ
−
1 = Bt , φ−2 = 0 .
γ2 = 11− u2 , b = q˜ γu sec ρ+ q tan ρ , u ∈ (0, 1) ,
(2.31)
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The parameters A and B determine the angle at which the ends of the string move in
the (φ+1 , φ−1 ) plane, and they satisfy the Virasoro constraint
A2
cos2ϕ +
B2
sin2ϕ = 1 . (2.32)
Noether charges. The AdS3×S3×S3×S1 action is invariant under four different angular
shifts leading to four conserved angular momenta on top of the conserved energy, in terms
of the R×S3 charges (2.7)
E = 2pihκ , J+1,2 =
1
cos2ϕJ1,2[Ω+] , and J
−
1,2 =
1
sin2ϕJ1,2[Ω−] . (2.33)
The physical angular momenta relevant to the giant magnon are
J1 ≡ AJ+1 +BJ−1 , J2 = J+2 , (2.34)
and with these the giant magnon has
E − J1 = Acos2ϕ2hq˜γ sec ρ sin
2 p
2 ,
J2 =
1
cos2ϕ (M + hqp) , M = 2h sin
2 p
2
(
tan ρ− q cot p2
)
.
(2.35)
The dispersion relation is therefore
E − J1 = Acos2ϕ
√
(cos2ϕJ2 − hqp)2 + 4h2q˜2 sin2 p2 . (2.36)
There are two conclusions to be made. Firstly, to match the correct dispersion relation
derived from symmetry [47], we need to take A = cos2ϕ, a choice that is also physically
motivated if we recall that the giant magnon is an excitation above the BMN vacuum.
The true vacuum of the theory should preserve maximal amount of supersymmetry, and
this condition leaves the (up to signs) unique choice [23] A = cos2ϕ, B = sin2ϕ, which we
will refer to as maximally SUSY solution. Secondly, we see that we have found one of the
light magnons with mass m = cos2ϕ. We can get the other light magnon of mass sin2ϕ
by switching the two spheres, but we have not been able to find the massless (m = 0) or
heavy (m = 1) magnons with this construction.
Stationary magnon. As the starting point of our fermion zero mode analysis we will
take the maximally SUSY AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1 generalization of the stationary magnon
– 9 –
(2.26) given by
θ+ = arccos
( sechY√
1 + b2
)
,
φ+1 = cos2ϕ t+ arctan
(
b−1 tanhY) , φ+2 = − q Y√
q˜2 − u2 ,
θ− = pi2 , φ
−
1 = sin2ϕ t , φ−2 = 0 .
γ2 = 11− u2 , b =
u√
q˜2 − u2 , u ∈ (−q˜, q˜) ,
(2.37)
where we further defined the scaled and boosted worldsheet coordinate
Y = cos2ϕ γ
√
q˜2 − u2X . (2.38)
3 Fermion zero mode equations
In this section we look at the equations of motion describing fermion perturbations around
the stationary giant magnon (2.37). Note that this treatment includes both the AdS3 ×
S3×S3×S1 and AdS3×S3×T4 (for ϕ = 0) cases. We explain what is meant by zero modes,
and describe in some detail the fixing of fermionic kappa-gauge. Finally, we write down
the zero mode equations for kappa-fixed spinors, that will be solved in the next section.
3.1 Fermionic equations of motion
The quadratic fermionic action in conformal gauge is given by [48]
SF = h
∫
d2σ LF , LF = −i
(
ηabδIJ + abσIJ3
)
ϑ¯IρaDb ϑJ , (3.1)
where I, J = 1, 2, the ϑI are ten-dimensional Majorana-Weyl spinors, and ρa are projections
of the ten-dimensional Dirac matrices5
ρa ≡ eAa ΓA , eAa ≡ ∂aXµEAµ (X) . (3.2)
Xµ are the coordinates of the target spacetime AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1 and will be evaluated
on the classical solution (2.37). The giant magnon solution has non-constant components
for µ = t, θ+, φ+1 , φ+2 , φ−1 corresponding to the tangent space components A = 0, 3, 4, 5, 7
respectively. The covariant derivative is given by
DaϑI =
(
DaδIJ +
1
48
/Fρaσ
IJ
1 +
1
8
/Haσ
IJ
3
)
ϑJ , (3.3)
where Da = ∂a + 14ωABa ΓAB with the pullback of the spin connection ωABa ≡ ∂aXµωABµ .
For a detailed review of the vielbein and spin connection the reader is referred to appendix
A, while explicit expressions for the pullbacks eAa , ωABa can be found in appendix C.
5 The matrices ρa are not to be confused with the parameter ρ of the dyonic giant magnon (2.18), which
has been fixed for the stationary magnon, and will not appear in this section.
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The tangent space components of the fluxes (1.5) are given by
F012 = 2q˜ , F345 = 2q˜ cosϕ , F678 = 2q˜ sinϕ , (3.4)
H012 = 2q , H345 = 2q cosϕ , H678 = 2q sinϕ , (3.5)
and they appear in the action as /F ≡ FABCΓABC , /Ha ≡ eAaHABCΓBC . Introducing
Γ∗ ≡ Γ012 , (Γ∗)2 = 1 , (3.6)
Γ+ ≡ Γ345 , (Γ+)2 = −1 , (3.7)
Γ− ≡ Γ678 , (Γ−)2 = −1 , (3.8)
the contractions of the fluxes with the Dirac matrices are
/F = 12q˜
(
Γ∗ + cosϕ Γ+ + sinϕ Γ−
)
,
/H = 12q
(
Γ∗ + cosϕ Γ+ + sinϕ Γ−
)
.
(3.9)
The equations of motion derived from (3.1) are
(ρ0 + ρ1)(D0 −D1) ϑ1 = 0 ,
(ρ0 − ρ1)(D0 +D1) ϑ2 = 0 .
(3.10)
After expanding the covariant derivatives Da we get
(ρ0 + ρ1)
[
(D1 −D0) ϑ1 − 148 /F (ρ0 − ρ1) ϑ
2 − 18( /H0 − /H1) ϑ
1
]
= 0 ,
(ρ0 − ρ1)
[
(D1 + D0) ϑ2 +
1
48
/F (ρ0 + ρ1) ϑ1 − 18( /H0 + /H1) ϑ
2
]
= 0 .
(3.11)
At this point it is natural to change variables to the scaled and boosted worldsheet
coordinates (2.38)
Y = cos2ϕ ζX , S = cos2ϕ ζT , ζ = γ
√
q˜2 − u2, (3.12)
satisfying
∂1 ∓ ∂0 = cos2ϕ ζ(1± u)γ(∂Y ∓ ∂S). (3.13)
With this, the equations become
(ρ0 + ρ1)
[
ζ(1 + u)γ
(
D − ∂S
)
ϑ1 +Oϑ2
]
= 0 ,
(ρ0 − ρ1)
[
ζ(1− u)γ(D˜ + ∂S) ϑ2 + O˜ϑ1] = 0 , (3.14)
where
O = − 148 cos2ϕ /F (ρ0 − ρ1) , O˜ =
1
48 cos2ϕ
/F (ρ0 + ρ1) , (3.15)
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and the fermion derivatives are
D = ∂Y +
1
2G Γ34 +
1
2Q Γ35 −
(1− u)γ
48 cos2ϕ ζ
(
/H(ρ0 − ρ1) + (ρ0 − ρ1) /H
)
,
D˜ = ∂Y +
1
2G˜ Γ34 +
1
2Q Γ35 −
(1 + u)γ
48 cos2ϕ ζ
(
/H(ρ0 + ρ1) + (ρ0 + ρ1) /H
)
.
(3.16)
A detailed derivation can be found in appendix E, together with explicit expressions for
the scalar functions G, G˜,Q in (E.5).
The operators in front of the equations (3.14) are nilpotent
(ρ0 + ρ1)2 = (ρ0 − ρ1)2 = 0 , (3.17)
since they are evaluated on the classical solution, which satisfies the Virasoro constraints.
If we further define
ρ¯0 ≡ e00 Γ0 − e30 Γ3 − e40 Γ4 − e50 Γ5 + e70 Γ7 , (3.18)
which turns out to be ρ¯0 = −ρ†0 for the gamma matrices described in appendix D, we get
another set of nilpotent operators (ρ¯0 + ρ1)2 = (ρ¯0− ρ1)2 = 0. However, the two sets differ
by the nonsingular operator ρ¯0 − ρ0, which squares to
(ρ¯0 − ρ0)2 = 4 cos2ϕ q˜−2
(
ζ2 tanh2Y + q2u2γ2
)
1 . (3.19)
The kernel of a 2m-dimensional nilpotent operator is of at least m dimensions since all
its eigenvalues are zero. If the sum of two nilpotent operators is full-rank, as above, the
kernels must be disjoint, therefore the sum of their nullities is at most the full 2m. From
this we see that the (ρ0 ± ρ1) are half-rank, an important observation for subsection 3.3.
3.2 Zero mode condition
Note that the fermion Lagrangian (3.1) has a dependence on the worldsheet coordinates
only through the vielbein and spin connection. These quantities, on the other hand, depend
only on Y, i.e. the Lagrangian is independent of the temporal coordinate S
LF = LF
(
Y, ϑJ , ∂a˜ ϑJ
)
, (3.20)
where a˜ = 0˜, 1˜ correspond to the variables S and Y, respectively.
Translations in S can be equivalently described as a transformations of the fields
δϑJ = ε ∂SϑJ , δ(∂a˜ ϑJ) = ε ∂S(∂a˜ ϑJ) , (3.21)
and accordingly
δLF = ε
(
∂LF
∂ϑJ
∂SϑJ +
∂LF
∂ (∂a˜ ϑJ)
∂S(∂a˜ ϑJ)
)
(3.22)
= ε ∂SLF = ε ∂a˜
(
δa˜0˜LF
)
. (3.23)
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The change in the Lagrangian is a total derivative, and applying Noether’s theorem we get
a conserved current
ja˜ = ∂LF
∂ (∂a˜ ϑJ)
∂S ϑJ − δa˜0˜LF , (3.24)
where summation over J = 1, 2 is understood. However, for the fermionic action we have
LF = 0 on-shell, and the current simply reduces to
ja˜ = ∂LF
∂ (∂a˜ ϑJ)
∂S ϑJ , (3.25)
The explicit form of this current is unimportant for the present argument.
Since S is a time-like worldsheet coordinate, we might interpret the corresponding
conserved quantity as the energy of the fermionic perturbation above the giant magnon
background
EF =
∫
dX j0˜ =
∫
dX ∂LF
∂ (∂S ϑJ)
∂S ϑJ . (3.26)
Zero modes, by definition, are zero energy fluctuations above the giant magnon, i.e. EF = 0.
Henceforth, we will take the zero mode condition to be
∂S ϑJ = 0 , (3.27)
and with this, the equations for the fermion zero modes are
(ρ0 + ρ1)
[
ζ(1 + u)γD ϑ1 +Oϑ2
]
= 0 ,
(ρ0 − ρ1)
[
ζ(1− u)γD˜ ϑ2 + O˜ϑ1
]
= 0 .
(3.28)
3.3 Fixing kappa symmetry
The Green-Schwarz superstring has a local fermionic symmetry, the so-called kappa-symmetry,
that ensures spacetime supersymmetry of the physical spectrum. Let us take another look
at the quadratic fermionic Lagrangian (3.1)
LF = −i
(
ηabδIJ + abσIJ3
)
ϑ¯IρaDb ϑJ , (3.29)
= i ϑ¯1(ρ0 + ρ1)(D0 −D1)ϑ1 + i ϑ¯2(ρ0 − ρ1)(D0 +D1)ϑ2 , (3.30)
= −i cos2ϕ ϑ¯1(ρ0 + ρ1)
(
ζ(1 + u)γ
(
D − ∂S
)
ϑ1 +Oϑ2
)
+ i cos2ϕ ϑ¯2(ρ0 − ρ1)
(
ζ(1− u)γ(D˜ + ∂S)ϑ2 + O˜ϑ1) ,
(3.31)
where D, D˜,O and O˜ are defined in (3.15) –(3.16). We see the nilpotent operators (ρ0±ρ1)
acting on the conjugate spinors: components of ϑ1 and ϑ2 that are projected out by
(ρ0 + ρ1) and (ρ0− ρ1), respectively, do not contribute to the action, we can consider them
non-dynamical.
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To fully fix kappa-gauge, however, not only do we need to project out non-dynamical
degrees of freedom, but also specify what happens to the rest, i.e. we need actual projectors:
K1 =
1
2Π(ρ0 + ρ1) , K2 =
1
2Π(ρ0 − ρ1) , (3.32)
for some invertible Π, that has to satisfy a number of conditions. A straightforward, albeit
somewhat cumbersome,6 calculation gives [ρ0 + ρ1, D] = [ρ0 − ρ1, D˜] = 0 , so we have
[K1, D] = 0 , [K2, D˜] = 0 , (3.33)
provided [Π, D] = [Π, D˜] = 0. Another condition of course, is that the KJ have to be
genuine projectors — i.e. K2J = KJ — , which, with (3.15), would imply that
O = OK2 , O˜ = O˜K1 . (3.34)
The most obvious choice would be Π = Γ0, but taking this route one encounters
technical difficulties when considering the AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1 geometry, arising from the
appearance of Γ7 in (ρ0 ± ρ1). Noting that in both of these operators Γ7 only appears in
the combination Γ0 + sinϕΓ7, it is tempting to “boost” our gamma matrices in the 0-7
directions
Γˆ0 = secϕ
(
Γ0 − sinϕ Γ7
)
, Γˆ7 = secϕ
(
Γ7 − sinϕ Γ0
)
, (3.35)
leaving unchanged all the others ΓˆA = ΓA, A 6= 0, 7. One can easily check that these satisfy
the Clifford algebra. We lower the index on ΓˆA with the Minkowski metric, in particular
Γˆ0 = −Γˆ0 = secϕ(Γ0 + sinϕ Γ7) soaks up all the Γ7 dependence in (ρ0 ± ρ1)
ρ0 ± ρ1 = cosϕ
(
Γˆ0 + eˆ3± Γˆ3 + eˆ4± Γˆ4 + eˆ5± Γˆ5
)
(3.36)
where eˆA± = secϕ (eA0 ± eA1 ). All of this is good motivation for the choice of Π = secϕ Γˆ0,
which can be easily shown to satisfy our conditions. Henceforth, we will take
K1 =
1
2 secϕ Γˆ
0(ρ0 + ρ1) , K2 =
1
2 secϕ Γˆ
0(ρ0 − ρ1) . (3.37)
The advantages of this choice will become obvious in the next subsection.
If we take a basis of gamma matrices such that ΓˆA have definite hermiticity, e.g. the
one described in appendix D, the projectors are Hermitian K†J = KJ . Furthermore, in
such a basis the Hermitian conjugate intertwiner (see app. D) is given by Γˆ0, hence the
Dirac conjugate is ϑ¯ = ϑ† Γˆ0. With this, and the properties listed above, we can write the
Lagrangian as
LF = −2i cos3ϕ (Ψ1)†
(
ζ(1 + u)γ
(
D − ∂S
)
Ψ1 +OΨ2
)
+ 2i cos3ϕ (Ψ2)†
(
ζ(1− u)γ(D˜ + ∂S) Ψ2 + O˜Ψ1) ,
(3.38)
6 One can easily convince themselves that it is sufficient to check the Γ3, Γ4 and Γ5 components of the
operator equations, simplifying matters a great deal.
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where we introduced the notation ΨJ = KJϑJ for the projected spinors, and we indeed see
that only these components are dynamical.
Using the kappa-projectors, the zero mode equations (3.28) can be written as
K1
[
ζ(1 + u)γD ϑ1 +Oϑ2
]
= 0 ,
K2
[
ζ(1− u)γD˜ ϑ2 + O˜ϑ1
]
= 0 .
(3.39)
For the kappa-fixed spinors ΨJ = KJϑJ , using (3.33) –(3.34), these equations become
ζ(1 + u)γD Ψ1 +K1OΨ2 = 0 ,
ζ(1− u)γD˜ Ψ2 +K2O˜Ψ1 = 0 .
(3.40)
3.4 Zero mode equations
With the choice of kappa projectors (3.37) we get a commuting 6d chirality projector for
free7
P± =
1
2
(
1± Γˆ∗Γˆ+
)
, [P±,KJ ] = 0 . (3.41)
Using this, the contraction of the background fluxes /F , /H (3.9) can be written as
Γ∗ + cosϕ Γ+ + sinϕ Γ− = cosϕ
( (
secϕ Γ0 + tanϕ Γ1268 Γ7
)
Γ12 + Γ+
)
= cosϕ
(
Γˆ0Γ12 + Γ+
)
− 2 cosϕ ∆ Γ12
= 2 cosϕ
(
Γˆ∗ P+ −∆ Γˆ12
)
, (3.42)
where
∆ = −12 tanϕ
(
Γˆ1268 + 1
)
Γ7 ≡ ∆0 Γˆ0 + ∆7 Γˆ7 , (3.43)
with
∆0 = −12 tan
2ϕ
(
Γˆ1268 + 1
)
, ∆7 = cscϕ∆0 . (3.44)
Even though ∆0 and ∆7 are matrices, we can essentially treat them as scalars, since they
commute with the equations of motion.
Recalling ρ¯0 from (3.18), which also satisfies ρ0 Γˆ0 = Γˆ0 ρ¯0, we can define an invertible
operator from (3.19)
R = 12 secϕ Γˆ∗(ρ¯0 − ρ0) : R
2 = −q˜−2
(
ζ2 tanh2Y + q2u2γ2
)
1 . (3.45)
With all of this, the fermion derivatives (3.16) can be rewritten as (see appendix E)
D = ∂Y +
1
2G Γˆ34 +
1
2Q Γˆ35 +
q(1− u)γ
ζ
(
RP− − (R+ Γˆ12)P+ + ∆0 Γˆ12
)
,
D˜ = ∂Y +
1
2G˜ Γˆ34 +
1
2Q Γˆ35 +
q(1 + u)γ
ζ
(
RP− − (R+ Γˆ12)P+ + ∆0 Γˆ12
)
,
(3.46)
7 In any spinor operator M , replace ΓA by ΓˆA to get Mˆ .
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however, these expressions are only valid when acting on kappa-fixed spinors, i.e. in the
form DK1 and D˜K2. As for the terms (3.15) mixing the two spinors in the equations of
motion, we have
O = −q˜
(
Γˆ12P− + ∆ Γˆ∗
)
K2 ,
O˜ = q˜
(
Γˆ12P− + ∆ Γˆ∗
)
K1 .
(3.47)
Using the nilpotency relations (ρ0 ± ρ1)2 = 0, it is easy to see that
Γ12K1K2 = −RK2 , Γ12K2K1 = −RK1 , (3.48)
and the equations of motion (3.40) become
ζ(1 + u)γD Ψ1 + q˜
(
R P− −K1∆ Γˆ∗
)
Ψ2 = 0 ,
ζ(1− u)γD˜ Ψ2 − q˜
(
R P− −K2∆ Γˆ∗
)
Ψ1 = 0 .
(3.49)
3.4.1 Equations for ∆ = 0
Equation (3.42) might seem arbitrary at first, so let us elaborate on the advantages of this
rearrangement. Our goal was to have (Γˆ∗ + Γˆ+) — instead of /F — in the equations, since
P± commutes with KJ . After this rewriting we are left with an extra term K∆K, which
does not in general commute with P±. However, in the following two cases we have ∆ = 0
• ϕ = 0 : corresponding to the AdS3 × S3 ×T4 geometry.
• “Γˆ1268 = −1” : i.e. the AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1 geometry, with the fermions
restricted to the −1 eigenspace of Γˆ1268. Note that this is compatible with the
equations, since Γˆ1268 commutes with all the terms.
Assuming ∆ = 0, the fermion derivatives take the simpler form
D = ∂Y +
1
2G Γˆ34 +
1
2Q Γˆ35 +
q(1− u)γ
ζ
(
RP− − (R+ Γˆ12)P+
)
,
D˜ = ∂Y +
1
2G˜ Γˆ34 +
1
2Q Γˆ35 +
q(1 + u)γ
ζ
(
RP− − (R+ Γˆ12)P+
)
.
(3.50)
Also note that the equations of motion have no explicit dependence on ϕ, only an implicit
one via the rescaled variable Y (3.12). In other words, the following equations apply in
both geometries
ζ(1 + u)γD Ψ1 + q˜ R P−Ψ2 = 0 ,
ζ(1− u)γD˜ Ψ2 − q˜ R P−Ψ1 = 0 .
(3.51)
as long as we impose the extra condition Γˆ1268ϑJ = −ϑJ in the S1 geometry.
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3.4.2 The case of ∆ 6= 0
As we have seen above, we can treat the AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1 fermion zero modes in much
the same way as those of the AdS3 × S3 × T4 giant magnon, provided ∆ = 0. In section 4
this will allow us to find solutions for both geometries and general values of q in a single
calculation. However, we need to make sure there are no zero modes that we are missing
by restricting to ∆ = 0.
We can get an intuition for why this must be the case by looking at the near BMN
spectrum of the AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1 superstring. Since in the BMN limit the zero modes
become the fermion superpartners of the magnon background, they must all have the same
mass, hence definite chirality under Γˆ1268, according to equation (2.33) in [47]8. Given that
in the next section we find normalizable solutions for ∆ = 0 (Γˆ1268 = −1), we expect no
zero modes for ∆ 6= 0 (Γˆ1268 = +1). In appendix F we show that there are in fact no
normalizable solutions to (3.49) for ∆ 6= 0.
4 Mixed-flux fermion zero modes
In this section we find exact solutions for the (∆ = 0) zero mode equations (3.51). Our main
aim is to write down the normalizable solutions, representing the perturbative zero modes
over the giant magnon background. Using these normalizable zero modes, we then perform
semiclassical quantization, and reproduce the the algebra that the fermion excitations must
satisfy.
4.1 Fixing kappa-gauge
We start by noting that the kappa-projectors (3.37) can be written as
K1 =
1
2
(
1− sin(2χ) cos υ+ Γˆ03 − cos(2χ) cos υ+ Γˆ04 + sin υ+ Γˆ05
)
,
K2 =
1
2
(
1 + sin(2χ˜) cos υ− Γˆ03 + cos(2χ˜) cos υ− Γˆ04 − sin υ− Γˆ05
)
,
(4.1)
where
χ(Y) = 12
arccot(u cschY
q˜
)
− arcsin
 tanhY√
1−Q2+ sech2Y
 ,
χ˜(Y) = 12
arccot(u cschY
q˜
)
+ arcsin
 tanhY√
1−Q2− sech2Y
 ,
(4.2)
and we also introduced
Q± =
q
√
q˜2 − u2
q˜(1± u) , υ± = arcsin (Q± sechY) . (4.3)
8 We are grateful to Bogdan Stefanski for pointing out this relation.
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Ansatz. Since KJ , Γˆ12 and Γˆ∗Γˆ+ all mutually commute, as our starting point we can
take shared eigenvectors U
Γˆ12UJ = λ12UJ , Γˆ∗Γˆ+UJ = λPUJ , (4.4)
where λ12 = ±i, and λP = ±1 correspond to the P± projections. Accordingly, there are
no restrictions on these eigenvalues for the kappa-fixed spinor. The operator Γˆ34 does
not commute with KJ , hence a suitable combination of its opposite eigenvectors makes a
good candidate for the general gauge-fixed spinor. This motivates the further restriction
of Γˆ34UJ = iUJ and the ansatz
ΨJ =
(
αJ+(Y) + αJ−(Y) Γˆ45
)
UJ (4.5)
Solution. Substituting this into the equations K1Ψ1 = Ψ1, and using the various eigen-
vector relations of U1, we get one equation for each eigenspace of Γˆ34
λe2iχ cos υ+ α1− − λ sin υ+ α1+ = α1+ ,
λe−2iχ cos υ+ α1+ + λ sin υ+ α1− = α1− ,
(4.6)
where λ = iλ12λP = ±1. What we have here are two equations for the single variable
α−/α+, corresponding to the fact that the norm of the eigenvector is not fixed. The
equations are consistent, and a symmetric solution is given by
α1+ = eiχ
√
1− λQ+ sechY , α1− = e−iχλ
√
1 + λQ+ sechY . (4.7)
A similar calculation gives
α2+ = eiχ˜
√
1 + λQ− sechY , α2− = −e−iχ˜λ
√
1− λQ− sechY . (4.8)
Written in a single expression, the most general gauge-fixed spinors are
Ψ1 =
∑
λ=±
(
eiχ
√
1− λQ+ sechY + e−iχλ
√
1 + λQ+ sechY Γˆ45
)
U1λ ,
Ψ2 =
∑
λ=±
(
eiχ˜
√
1 + λQ− sechY − e−iχ˜λ
√
1− λQ− sechY Γˆ45
)
U2λ ,
(4.9)
where Γˆ34UJ± = +iUJ± and iΓˆ12Γˆ∗Γˆ+UJ± = iΓˆ0345UJ± = ±UJ±. The above analysis shows that
these are kappa-fixed eigenvectors, and by counting the degrees of freedom (components
of UJ) we see that there are no others.
4.2 Zero mode solutions
The projectors P± commute with the equations of motion (3.51), therefore we can consider
solutions of definite P± “chirality”. In the following we obtain solutions on the two sub-
spaces in turn, by letting UJ± depend on Y, and substituting (4.9) into the equations. The
identities listed in appendix G were useful in simplifying some of the more complicated
expressions.
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4.2.1 Solutions on the P+ subspace
For this projection the spinors decouple
D Ψ1 = 0 , D˜ Ψ2 = 0 . (4.10)
Substitution gives ∑
λ=±
(
α1+ + α1− Γˆ45
)
(∂Y + C+)U1λ = 0 ,∑
λ=±
(
α2+ + α2− Γˆ45
)
(∂Y + C−)U2λ = 0 ,
(4.11)
with c-numbers
C± =
iλq
2
√
q˜2 − u2 +
iλQ±
√
1−Q2±
2
(
cosh2Y −Q2±
) , (4.12)
and this simple form of the equations is a consequence (or proof in itself) of the fact that
kappa-fixing commutes with the fermion derivative operators. The solution is
U1λ = e
− iλq
2
√
q˜2−u2
Y− i2λ arctan
(
Q+ tanhY√
1−Q2+
)
V 1λ ,
U2λ = e
− iλq
2
√
q˜2−u2
Y− i2λ arctan
(
Q− tanhY√
1−Q2−
)
V 2λ ,
(4.13)
where V J are (independent) constant MW spinors with Γˆ34V J± = +iV J± , Γˆ12V J± = ∓iV J±
and P+V J± = V J± . However, with these, the spinors (4.9) are not normalizable and we
discard them as perturbative zero modes.
4.2.2 Solutions on the P− subspace
The equations on this subspace become
ζ(1 + u)γD Ψ1 + q˜R Ψ2 = 0 ,
ζ(1− u)γD˜ Ψ2 − q˜R Ψ1 = 0 ,
(4.14)
with fermion derivatives
D = ∂Y +
1
2G Γˆ34 +
1
2Q Γˆ35 +
q(1− u)γ
ζ
R ,
D˜ = ∂Y +
1
2G˜ Γˆ34 +
1
2Q Γˆ35 +
q(1 + u)γ
ζ
R .
(4.15)
After substitution, and a considerable amount of simplification, we get∑
λ=±
(
α1+ + α1− Γˆ45
) [
(∂Y + C11)U1λ + C12U2λ
]
= 0 ,
∑
λ=±
(
α2+ + α2− Γˆ45
) [
(∂Y + C21)U2λ + C22U1λ
]
= 0 ,
(4.16)
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with
C11 = − iλq(1− 2u)2√q˜2 − u2 + iλQ+
√
1−Q2+
2
(
cosh2Y −Q2+
) ,
C21 = − iλq(1 + 2u)2√q˜2 − u2 + iλQ−
√
1−Q2−
2
(
cosh2Y −Q2−
) ,
C12 = (1− u)γ e
∫
(C21−C11)dY e+i2λξY (λ tanhY − iξ) ,
C22 = (1 + u)γ e
∫
(C11−C12)dY e−i2λξY (λ tanhY + iξ) ,
(4.17)
where we also defined
ξ = qu√
q˜2 − u2 . (4.18)
The motivation for writing C12 and C22 in the above form becomes clear once we make
the ansatz
U1λ =
e−
∫
C11dY
√
1 + u
U˜1λ =
1√
1 + u
e
iλq(1−2u)
2
√
q˜2−u2
Y− i2λ arctan
(
Q+ tanhY√
1−Q2+
)
U˜1λ ,
U2λ =
e−
∫
C12dY
√
1− u U˜
2
λ =
1√
1− ue
iλq(1+2u)
2
√
q˜2−u2
Y− i2λ arctan
(
Q− tanhY√
1−Q2−
)
U˜2λ ,
(4.19)
and the equations in brackets (4.16) reduce to
∂Y U˜1λ + e+i2λξY (λ tanhY − iξ) U˜2λ = 0 ,
∂Y U˜2λ + e−i2λξY (λ tanhY + iξ) U˜1λ = 0 .
(4.20)
Inverting the first equation and substituting into the second we get a second-order
ODE for U˜1λ
∂2Y U˜
1
λ −
(
2iλξ + sech
2Y
tanhY − iλξ
)
∂Y U˜1λ −
(
tanh2Y + ξ2
)
U˜1λ = 0 (4.21)
with solutions
U˜1λ =
(
sechY Vλ + (coshY − iλξ sinhY − iλξ Y sechY) V˜λ
)
eiλξY . (4.22)
Taking V˜λ = 0, we obtain the normalizable solutions
U˜1λ = sechY eiλξY Vλ , U˜2λ = λ sechY e−iλξY Vλ , (4.23)
and the (kappa-fixed) fermion zero modes are given by
Ψ1 =
∑
λ=±
sechY
4
√
1 + u
eiλω+
(
eiχ
√
1− λQ+ sechY + e−iχλ
√
1 + λQ+ sechY Γˆ45
)
Vλ ,
Ψ2 =
∑
λ=±
λ sechY
4
√
1− u e
iλω−
(
eiχ˜
√
1 + λQ− sechY − e−iχ˜λ
√
1− λQ− sechY Γˆ45
)
Vλ ,
(4.24)
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where
ω±(Y) = q Y2√q˜2 − u2 − 12 arctan
Q± tanhY√
1−Q2±
 , (4.25)
and the constant MW spinors V± satisfy P−V± = V±, Γˆ34V± = +iV±, and Γˆ12V± = ±iV±.
Counting the zero modes. The normalizable zero modes above are parametrized by
the constant spinor V = V+ + V−. An unconstrained 10-d MW spinor has 16 real degrees
of freedom, but kappa-fixing (which in our parametrisation translates to Γˆ34V = +iV )
and 6d-chirality (P−V = V ) both reduce the number of components by half. Recalling
the further restriction Γˆ1268V = −V for the S1 case, we conclude that there are 4 and
2 normalizable solutions for the AdS3 × S3 × T4 and AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1 backgrounds,
respectively, i.e. we get the expected number of fermion zero modes.
4.3 Zero mode action
Now letting V = V+ + V− depend on T and substituting these zero modes into (3.38) we
get
LF,0 = 2i cosϕ (1 + u)γΨ1†∂T Ψ1 + 2iA˜(1− u)γΨ2†∂T Ψ2 , (4.26)
= i cosϕγ2 sech
2Y V †∂T V , (4.27)
where, going to the second line, we implicitly used the fact that V = 12(1 − iΓ34)V , and
(1− iΓ34)Γ45(1− iΓ34) = 0. Integrating over X we get the zero mode action
SF,0 = hγ˜ secϕ
∫
dT
(
i V †∂T V
)
, (4.28)
with
γ˜ = γ
ζ
= 1√
q˜2 − u2 . (4.29)
We can further simplify this by considering a Majorana basis, where all (boosted)
gamma-matrices are purely imaginary Γˆ∗A = −Γˆ∗A, and the Majorana condition reduces to
reality of the spinors ΨI∗ = ΨI . Applying this to the solutions (4.24), we get
V− = V+∗ ⇒ V ∗ = V , (4.30)
and the zero mode action becomes
SF,0 = hγ˜ secϕ
∫
dT
(
i V T∂T V
)
. (4.31)
As we have noted above, there are 2 and 4 real fermion zero modes for the giant
magnons on AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1 and AdS3 × S3 × T4 respectively. Quantization of these
real fermions leads to the anticommutators
{Vαa, Vβb} = δαβ δab cosϕhγ˜ , (4.32)
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where a, α = 1, 2, and for ϕ 6= 0 only the a = 1 modes are present. After complexifying
VLa =
1√
2
(V1a + i V2a) , VRa =
1√
2
(V1a − i V2a) , (4.33)
the only non-trivial zero-mode anticommutator is
{VLa, VRb} = δab cosϕhγ˜ . (4.34)
In the remaining part of this section we will see, for both geometries, how the symmetry
superalgebra of the ground state (BMN vacuum) arises from these zero modes.
4.4 Zero-mode algebra for AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1
By considering the corresponding spin-chain, it was argued that the fundamental excita-
tions transform in the 2 dimensional short representations of the centrally extended su(1|1)2
algebra [46]. This superalgebra has 4 fermionic generators and 4 central charges satisfying9
{QL,SL} = HL , {QL,QR} = C ,
{QR,SR} = HR , {SL ,SR } = C .
(4.35)
Consequently, the symmetry algebra of light-cone gauge superstring theory on AdS3×S3×
S3 × S1 was shown to take the same form, after lifting the level-matching condition [47].
Thus, it is important to see how the supercharges of the algebra can be constructed from
the zero modes (4.34).
For an off-shell one-particle representation the values of the central charges are given
by
HL =
1
2(+M) , C =
hς
γ˜
,
HR =
1
2(−M) , C =
h
γ˜ς
,
(4.36)
where M = m± qhp, with mass m,  is the energy of the magnon
 =
√
M2 + 4h
2
γ˜2
, (4.37)
and ς can be removed by rescaling for a one-particle state, but plays an important role in
constructing multi-particle representations [49]. Note that the momentum of the excitation
enters into these expressions through (2.29)
(q˜γ˜)−1 = sin p2 . (4.38)
These values satisfy the shortening condition HLHR − CC = 0, therefore on this
representation the supercharges must be related to each other. Assuming only {QL,QR} =
9 For a detailed description of su(1|1)2c.e. and its representations see appendix H.
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hς
γ , it is not too hard to justify10 that the rest of (4.35) will follow from
SL,R = ς−1
√ γ˜2M2
4h2 + 1 +
γ˜M
2h (−1)
F
 QR,L , (4.39)
where F is the fermion number operator, i.e. (−1)F anticommutes with the supercharges.
This leaves us with the task of expressing QL,R in terms of the zero modes. We can make
the general ansatz
QL,R = ς1/2
(
A− B(−1)F
)
VL,R , (4.40)
where A and B are some c-numbers, and (4.34) guarantees that the condition {QL,QR} =
hς
γ˜ will be satisfied as long as A2 − B2 = secϕ h2. Our freedom in choosing A is just basis
dependence, and a symmetric identification is given by
A =
√
secϕ h2
2
√ γ˜2M2
4h2 + 1 + 1
1/2 , B =
√
secϕh2
2
√ γ˜2M2
4h2 + 1− 1
1/2 , (4.41)
with the supercharges taking the form
QL,R = ς1/2
(
A− B(−1)F
)
VL,R ,
SL,R = ς−1/2
(
A+ B(−1)F
)
VR,L .
(4.42)
4.5 Zero-mode algebra for AdS3 × S3 ×T4
The off-shell symmetry algebra of superstring theory on this background is the centrally
extended psu(1|1)4 [39], which is essentially a tensor product of two su(1|1)2c.e. algebras
with matching central charges.11 The giant magnon is part of a 4 dimensional short rep-
resentation, and we should be able to match the supercharges to the zero modes.
Having noted the tensor product structure of the algebra, the construction is trivial,
since (4.34) gives us two non-interacting copies of UL,R. The central charges take the same
values as in (4.36), hence everything from the previous subsection holds for each copy of
su(1|1)2c.e., and the supercharges of psu(1|1)4c.e. are simply
QL,R a = ς1/2
(
A− B(−1)F
)
VL,R a ,
SL,R a = ς−1/2
(
A+ B(−1)F
)
VR,L a .
(4.43)
where A and B are still given by (4.41).
4.6 Zero modes in the α→ 0, 1 limits
The parameter α ∈ [0, 1] determines the radii of the 3-spheres in the AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1
geometry (2.1), and in the limits α → 0, 1, blowing up either of the spheres, we are left
10 In doing so, one might find useful the fact that acting on the short representation (H.9), the supercharges
satisfy: [QL,QR] = −(−1)FC, [SL,SR] = (−1)FC.
11 See appendix I for the construction and short representations of psu(1|1)4c.e..
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with—up to compactification of the flat directions—AdS3 × S3 × T4. It is interesting to
see what happens to the fermion zero modes (4.24) in the process.
Taking α → 1 (or ϕ → 0) blows up S3−, the sphere on which we have the BMN-like
leg of the magnon (2.37). In this limit Y → γ√q˜2 − u2X , i.e. the magnon becomes the
T4 magnon, and the zero modes reduce to two of the four real T4 zero modes, the ones on
the Γ1268 = −1 subspace. The remaining two we will find on the Γ1268 = +1 eigenspace,
where ∆ also becomes zero (3.43).
On the other hand, α→ 0 (or ϕ→ pi2 ) blows up S3+ with the stationary magnon on it,
and the bosonic solution becomes a BMN string on S3−. Since the rescaled coordinate
Y = cos2ϕγ
√
q˜2 − u2X → 0 (4.44)
for all points on the string, the zero mode solution (4.24) reduces to constant spinors. The
highest weight state of the massless magnon is fermionic [39] and should correspond to the
limit of our fermion fluctuations, but it appears we are unable to learn more about these
modes from a semiclassical analysis. This shows that some aspects of the massless modes
can only be captured by exact in α′ results, in agreement with similar findings in the spin
chain limit [50].
5 Fermion zero modes for q = 1
In this section we take a look at the special case of q = 1, as there are some subtleties
not captured by our general discussion. The q = 1 fermion zero modes on the two AdS3
backgrounds are more closely related than for q < 1, hence we will first focus on the
AdS3 × S3 × T4 case, then briefly describe the differences for AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1.
5.1 Bosonic solution
For q = 1, the giant magnon
Z1 = eit
[
cos p2 + i sin
p
2 tanhU
]
,
Z2 = eiV sin p2 sechU,
(5.1)
found in [36] is still a valid solution, but the magnon speed on the worldsheet is actually
fixed to be the speed of light, and we will use a different parametrization12
U = cos ρ β (x+ t),
V = sin ρ β (x+ t)− x,
(5.2)
where β > 0, ρ ∈ [0, 2pi), and the parameters are related via
b ≡ cot p2 =
sin ρ− β
cos ρ . (5.3)
12 In the q → 1 limit the parameter v of [36] is meaningless, instead we will use β =
√
1−v
1+v .
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Already from this representation of the solution it seems like the main dependence
is on the light-cone coordinate x+ = 12(t + x). This is hinting at the magnon having a
definite chirality, not completely unexpectedly considering that bosonic theory reduces to
the conformal WZW model at q = 1. This statement will be made more precise shortly.
Conserved charges. For the above solution the conserved charges are
E − J1 = M = 2h sin2 p2
(
tan ρ− cot p2
)
,
J2 = M + hp,
(5.4)
with dispersion relation
E − J1 = J2 − hp. (5.5)
The WZW model. The SU(2) PCM with WZ term (see section 2.2) simplifies signifi-
cantly for the case of q = 1, with the equations of motion (2.10) now reading
∂−J+ = 0 , ∂+K− = 0 . (5.6)
The degrees of freedom separate based on chirality: the left-movers are described by
J+(x+), while K−(x−) describes right-movers. Looking at the magnon’s SU(2) currents,
listed in appendix J, we note that K− is in fact constant with no dynamical information
(i.e. it can be gauged away). It is in this sense that the classical bosonic solution has a
definite chirality.
5.2 Zero mode equations for AdS3 × S3 ×T4
The derivation of the fermion equations of motion is analogous to the q ∈ [0, 1) case
presented in section 3, and we omit the details here. In terms of the light-cone coordinates
x± = 12(t± x), we have (
∂− − 2β cos ρM(x+)
)
Ψ1 = 0 ,
(
∂+ + 2β cos ρ M˜(x+)
)
Ψ2 = 0 ,
(5.7)
with
M = 12β cos ρ
(1
2G Γ34 +
1
2Q Γ35 +RP− − (R+ Γ12)P+
)
M˜ = 12β cos ρ
(1
2G˜ Γ34 +
1
2Q˜ Γ35 +RP− − (R+ Γ12)P+
) (5.8)
where all the dependence is on x+ via
Y = 2β cos ρ x+ . (5.9)
The expressions for G, G˜,Q and Q˜, along with the pullbacks of the vielbein and spin
connection can be found in Appendix K. These equations are the q = 1 versions of (3.14),
but also after commuting the kappa projectors through. Note however, that they cannot
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be obtained as limits of the q < 1 analogues. In this general setting for q = 1 surely not
(there are two parameters β, ρ here versus the one parameter u in section 3), but not even
for any special case, since there is no q = 1 stationary magnon (see towards the end of this
section).
Zero mode condition. As we have seen above, the bosonic background is itself chiral
(∂−J+ = 0), and it is reasonable to expect this to carry through to the fermionic zero
modes, i.e. ∂−ϑJ = 0. This can be viewed as the extension of the zero mode condition for
q ∈ [0, 1), and forces the first spinor to be trivial
Ψ1 = 0 . (5.10)
Changing to the variable Y, the remaining equation for Ψ2 reads(
∂Y + M˜
)
Ψ2 = 0 . (5.11)
5.3 Zero mode solutions for AdS3 × S3 ×T4
We can find the solutions for Ψ2 in much the same way we did in section 4. First we solve
for the general kappa-fixed spinor, then substituting it into (5.11) we get a set of simpler
equations on the P± subspaces, that we can easily solve.
Fixing kappa-gauge. The projector can be written as
K2 =
1
2 (1 − cos υ Γ04 − sin υ Γ05) , (5.12)
with
υ = arcsin
( sechY√
1 + b2
)
. (5.13)
Making the ansatz
Ψ2 = (α+(Y) + α−(Y) Γ45)U , (5.14)
with Γ34U = iU and iΓ12Γ∗Γ+U = λU , the equation K2Ψ2 = Ψ2 reduces to
λ sin υ α+ + λ cos υ α− = α+ ,
λ cos υ α+ − λ sin υ α− = α− .
(5.15)
A symmetric solution is given by
α+ =
√
1 + λ sin υ , α− = λ
√
1− λ sin υ , (5.16)
and the most general gauge-fixed spinor is
Ψ2 =
∑
λ=±
(√
1 + λ sin υ + λ
√
1− λ sin υ Γ45
)
Uλ , (5.17)
where still Γ34U± = +iU± and iΓ12Γ∗Γ+U± = iΓ0345U± = ±U±.
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Solutions on the P± subspaces. Now letting Uλ depend on Y and substituting (5.17)
into the P± projections of (5.11), after a considerable amount of simplification, we get∑
λ=±
(α+ + α− Γ45) (∂Y + C+)Uλ = 0 on P+ ,
∑
λ=±
(α+ + α− Γ45) (∂Y + C−)Uλ = 0 on P− ,
(5.18)
with the scalars13
C± = − iλ4
(
2b sech2Y
b2 + tanh2Y ±
sec2ρ
b− tan ρ + 2 tan ρ
)
. (5.19)
It is now a simple exercise to arrive at the solutions Ψ2+,Ψ2− on the P+ and P− subspaces,
respectively,
Ψ2± =
∑
λ=±
eiλω±(Y)
(√
1 + λ sin υ + λ
√
1− λ sin υ Γ45
)
V ±λ , (5.20)
where
ω±(Y) = 12 arctan
(tanhY
b
)
+ 14
(
2 tan ρ± sec
2ρ
b− tan ρ
)
Y , (5.21)
and the constant spinors V aλ satisfy Γ34V aλ = +iV aλ , P±V
±
λ = V
±
λ and iΓ0345V a± = ±V a±.
Starting with 16 (unconstrained) real MW spinors, these conditions leave us with 4+4 real
zero modes on the P+ and P− subspaces. We see that none of the solutions are normalizable,
which is to be expected given the chiral nature of the background. However, only looking
at the solutions, and not extrapolating from the q < 1 case, it is unclear which 4 of these
should be included in semiclassical quantization and the construction of the algebra.
5.4 Zero modes for AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1
We can put the magnon (5.1) on AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1 the same way we did in (2.31). Just
like above, the zero modes satisfy Ψ1 = 0 and(
∂Y + M˜
)
Ψ2 = 0 , (5.22)
where, similarly to (3.46)
M˜ = 12β cos ρ
(1
2G˜ Γˆ34 +
1
2Q˜ Γˆ35 +RP− − (R+ Γˆ12)P+ + ∆0 Γˆ12
)
. (5.23)
The boosted worldsheet coordinate is Y = 2 cos2ϕβ cos ρ x+, the scalar functionsG, G˜,Q, Q˜
are still as given in Appendix K, and from (3.43)
∆0 = −κ
2
2
(
Γˆ1268 + 1
)
, κ ≡ tanϕ . (5.24)
13 Note that these are different from (4.12).
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Γˆ1268 = −1. On the−1 eigenspace of Γˆ1268 the solutions are the same as for AdS3×S3×T4
(5.20), with all ΓA replaced by ΓˆA (including P± = 12(1± Γˆ∗Γˆ+)) and imposing the extra
condition Γˆ1268V aλ = −V aλ .
Γˆ1268 = +1. On this subspace ∆0 = −κ2, and after making the ansatz (5.17) we get(
∂Y + C+ +
iλκ2
2β cos ρ
)
Uλ = 0 on P+ ,
(
∂Y + C− − iλκ
2
2β cos ρ
)
Uλ = 0 on P− .
(5.25)
The zero mode solutions are
Ψ2± =
∑
λ=±
eiλω˜±(Y)
(√
1 + λ sin υ + λ
√
1− λ sin υ Γ45
)
V ±λ , (5.26)
where
ω˜±(Y) = 12 arctan
(tanhY
b
)
+ 14
(
2 tan ρ± (1 + κ
2) sec2ρ
b− tan ρ
)
Y , (5.27)
and Γ34V aλ = +iV aλ , P±V
±
λ = V
±
λ , iΓ0345V a± = ±V a±, Γˆ1268V aλ = +V aλ .
We have 8 real solutions in total, 2+2 for P± on each eigenspace of Γˆ1268. Once again,
all of these zero modes are non-normalizable, and without extrapolating from the q < 1
analysis, we have not been able to find any distinguishing features of the 2 that would enter
into canonical quantization.
5.5 The q → 1 limit
We can go from the q < 1 dyonic magnon (2.18) to the q = 1 solution (5.1) by taking
q˜ → 0, u→ −1, with q˜γ = β fixed. (5.28)
However, to compare the zero modes above to those found in section 4, we need the q = 1
version of the stationary magnon (2.26) we used as a background for the q < 1 fermions.
There are two natural ways of taking the q → 1 limit, let us look at them in turn.
Our first instinct would be to take the same limit (5.28) for the stationary magnon
(2.26), but this is not compatible with the condition (2.29), restricting |u| ≤ q˜. Equiva-
lently, we cannot make V in (5.2) only depend on x+ (technically one could take β →∞,
but this results in a discontinuous bosonic solution).
Alternatively, we can impose the second form of the stationary condition, and require
the SU(2) charge M to be zero. This would mean β = 0, and then U ≡ 0, with the
endpoints not on the equator any more. Furthermore, the parameter p in (5.1) would not
be the worldsheet momentum, as ∆φ1 = 0.
Lacking a suitable generalization of the Hofman-Maldacena magnon for q = 1, it is
not immediately clear how we can apply the analysis of previous sections. It would be
interesting to further investigate the relation between the q → 1 limit of zero modes found
in section 4, to the q = 1 fermion fluctuations found here.
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6 Conclusions
In this paper we wrote down the stationary giant magnon solution on AdS3×S3×S3×S1,
which is the q ∈ [0, 1) mixed-flux generalization of the Hofman-Maldacena magnon. We
then explicitly constructed the fermion zero modes of this bosonic string solution from the
quadratic action, and found that there are 4 and 2 zero modes for the AdS3 × S3 × T4
and AdS3× S3× S3× S1 magnons, respectively, in agreement with the algebraic structure.
We also showed how to get the generators of the centrally extended psu(1|1)4 and su(1|1)2
algebras from the semiclassically quantized fermion zero modes.
We treated the q = 1 limit separately, and found that there is no stationary magnon
in this case. As expected from the chiral nature of the magnons at the q = 1 point, all
of the zero modes we found are non-normalizable. We have the same number of fermionic
generators in the off-shell algebra as for q < 1, and with the excess number of solutions,
the issue of canonical quantization needs to be further addressed.
Our understanding of the AdS3/CFT2 duality is far from complete, and it is an area
of active research. The CFT dual of the WZW model at k = 1, i.e. AdS3 × S3 ×T4 string
theory with the smallest amount of quantized NS-NS flux, has been recently argued to be
the limit of a symmetric product orbifold [32, 51, 52]. The complete Yangian algebra of
the mixed-flux AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1 superstring has also been found [53], and it would be
interesting to see how it relates to our semi-classical quantization. Semiclassical methods
continue to be useful in probing the string theory side, present paper being one example,
or the one-loop corrections to rigid spinning string dispersion relations [54]. It seems,
however, that massless modes cannot be captured in the semiclassical limit. Considering
that in the T4 theory the massless modes’ highest weight state is a fermion [44], taking
the α → 0 limit of the fermion zero modes might have been a good way to arrive at the
solutions. The fact that this did not work indicates that the fermionic massless mode is
inherently non-perturbative in nature. This is also in agreement with [50], where it was
found that the α→ 0 limit fails to capture the non-perturbative nature of the massless mode
at the spin chain point (i.e. at the opposite limit of the duality). Furthermore, when the
worldsheet is compactified, the presence of massless particles does not allow for perturbative
computations of wrapping corrections [55]. Instead, such wrapping corrections can be
computed using a non-perturbative TBA which allows for an alternative low-momentum
expansion [56], based on the earlier observation of non-trivial massless scattering in the
BMN limit [57].
We propose two directions for future research. Firstly, we want to follow up on the
q = 1 limit, to get a deeper understanding of the magnon and its fermion zero modes.
Secondly, we would like to generalize the dressing method to the case of R ×S3 ×S3 and
carry out an analysis of dressing phases for the mixed-flux AdS3×S3×S3×S1 background,
similar to what was done for AdS3 × S3 × T4 in [38].
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A Geometry of AdS3 and S3
To understand string motion on AdS3×S3×S3 one must first study its geometry. Let us
take the time here to describe the components of this space in so-called Hopf coordinates,
which are well-suited for describing the main object of our discussion, the giant magnon.
We can describe both AdS3 and S3 as hypersurfaces in four flat dimensions (with
different signatures) and by parametrizing these embeddings we derive the metrics gµν
in Hopf coordinates. From the metric we can easily read off (the natural choice for) the
vielbein EAµ satisfying
EAµE
B
ν ηAB = gµν , (A.1)
where A, B are tangent-space indices and ηAB is the flat (Minkowski or Euclidean) metric.
The vielbein provides the most tractable construction of curved-space Dirac matrices (Γµ)
from those of flat space (ΓA):
Γµ ≡ EAµ ΓA ⇒ {Γµ,Γν} = EAµEBν {ΓA,ΓB}︸ ︷︷ ︸
2ηAB
= 2gµν , (A.2)
hence its appearance in the fermionic Lagrangian. Another object of similar importance is
the spin connection ωABµ , as it appears in the construction of the covariant derivative for
spinors. It is given by the formula
ωABµ = EAν ∂µEνB + EAν ΓνσµEσB , (A.3)
where the Greek indices are raised by the inverse metric gµν , and the Christoffel symbols
are given by the usual Γνσµ = 12gνρ (∂σgµρ + ∂µgσρ − ∂ρgσµ).
Embedding into four flat dimensions (X1, X2, X3, X4) is equivalent to embedding into
C2 via
Z1 = X1 + iX2 , Z2 = X3 + iX4 , (A.4)
and we will use this correspondence below.
A.1 AdS3
The three dimensional anti-de Sitter space AdS3 can be represented as a hyperboloid (a
constant negative curvature quadric)
ηPQX
PXQ = −X21 −X22 +X23 +X24 = −1 (A.5)
in R2,2 with the metric
ds2 = ηPQ dXPdXQ , ηPQ = diag(−1,−1,+1,+1) . (A.6)
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Figure 1. Images of a sphere and of a universal cover of AdS space
Equivalently in C1,1
|Z1|2 − |Z2|2 = 1 , (A.7)
which has the global solution (the analogue of the Hopf coordinates for the sphere)
Z1 = cosh ρ eit , Z2 = sinh ρ eiψ , (A.8)
where the radius takes values ρ ∈ [0,∞) and ψ ∈ [0, 2pi). Note that t ∈ [0, 2pi) already
covers the hyperboloid once. In the context of AdS/CFT however, it is standard to decom-
pactify the t direction (to avoid closed time-like curves), i.e. to assume t ∈ (−∞,∞). In
the case of AdS2 this “cutting open” along the circular time direction is depicted in Figure
1.
Substituting into the R2,2 metric we get
ds2 = − cosh2ρ dt2 + dρ2 + sinh2ρ dψ2 , (A.9)
from which we can immediately read off the AdS3 metric and the vielbein in coordinates
(t, ρ, ψ)
gµν = diag(− cosh2ρ, 1, sinh2ρ) , (A.10)
EAµ = diag( cosh ρ , 1, sinh ρ) . (A.11)
Straightforward calculation yields the only non-zero Christoffel symbols:
Γττρ = Γτρτ = tanh ρ , Γ
ψ
ψρ = Γ
ψ
ρψ = coth ρ , Γ
ρ
ττ = −Γρψψ = cosh ρ sinh ρ , (A.12)
while some further crunching at the formulae gives the only non-zero components of the
spin connection:
ω01τ = −ω10τ = sinh ρ , (A.13)
ω21ψ = −ω12ψ = cosh ρ . (A.14)
Note that the tangent space indices corresponding to (t, ρ, ψ) run from 0 to 2.
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A.2 S3
The 3-sphere is the hypersurface
ηPQX
PXQ = X21 +X22 +X23 +X24 = 1 (A.15)
in R4 with the metric
ds2 = ηPQ dXPdXQ , ηPQ = diag(+1,+1,+1,+1) . (A.16)
Equivalently in C2
|Z1|2 + |Z2|2 = 1 , (A.17)
which motivates the choice of the so-called Hopf coordinates
Z1 = sin θ eiφ1 , Z2 = cos θ eiφ2 , (A.18)
where the range of θ is [0, pi/2], while φ1 and φ2 take values in [0, 2pi) with periodic identi-
fication at the endpoints. Substituting into the R4 metric we get
ds2 = dθ2 + sin2θ dφ21 + cos2θ dφ22 , (A.19)
hence the S3 metric and the vielbein in coordinates (θ, φ1, φ2)
gµν = diag(1, sin2θ, cos2θ) , (A.20)
EAµ = diag(1, sin θ , cos θ ) . (A.21)
From this we obtain the following non-zero Christoffel symbols
Γφ1φ1θ = Γ
φ1
θφ1
= cot θ , Γφ2φ2θ = Γ
φ2
θφ2
= − tan θ , Γθφ1φ1 = −Γθφ2φ2 = − cos θ sin θ ,
(A.22)
and putting all this together, the only non-zero spin connection components are
ω12φ1 = −ω21φ1 = − cos θ , (A.23)
ω31φ2 = −ω13φ2 = − sin θ . (A.24)
Note that the tangent space indices corresponding to (θ, φ1, φ2) run from 1 to 3.
B String solutions on R×S3×S3
In this appendix we describe a simple procedure that yields string solutions on R×S3×S3
from two R×S3 strings. Let us denote the maps from the decompactified worldsheet to the
two spheres S3± by
Ω± : M→ S3± . (B.1)
We can think of such maps more explicitly in terms of Hopf coordinates (2.30) as
Ω±(x) =
(
θ±(t, x), φ±1 (t, x), φ±2 (t, x)
)
. (B.2)
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The static conformal gauge string action on R×S3×S3 is a sum of two single-sphere
actions (2.4), weighted by the squared radii of the spheres
S[Ω+,Ω−] =
1
cos2ϕ S1[Ω+] +
1
sin2ϕ S1[Ω−] . (B.3)
The equations of motion decouple for Ω+ and Ω−, taking the same form (2.5) on both.
The Virasoro constraints (2.6), however, now read
1
cos2ϕ V1[Ω+] +
1
sin2ϕ V1[Ω−] = κ
2 ,
1
cos2ϕ V2[Ω+] +
1
sin2ϕ V2[Ω−] = 0 ,
(B.4)
and connect the two spheres.
If Ω1(x), Ω2(x) are two string solutions on R×S3, i.e. they satisfy (2.5) and (2.6), it
is a simple exercise to see that
Ω+(x) = Ω1(Ax) , Ω−(x) = Ω2(Bx) , (B.5)
constitute a solution on R×S3×S3, as long as the constants A,B satisfy
A2
cos2ϕ +
B2
sin2ϕ = 1 , (B.6)
which is nothing but the combined Virasoro constraint.
C Pullback of the vielbein and spin connection to the worldsheet
Putting the giant magnon (2.37) as background, one finds the following components for
the pulled-back vielbein eAa = EAµ (X)∂aXµ
e00 = 1 , e01 = 0 , (C.1)
e30 = − cosϕ
uγ2
(
q˜2 − u2) tanhY√
q˜2 sinh2Y + u2
, e31 = cosϕ
γ2
(
q˜2 − u2) tanhY√
q˜2 sinh2Y + u2
, (C.2)
e40 = cosϕ
(
q2u2γ2 + q˜2 sinh2Y
)
sechY
q˜
√
q˜2 sinh2Y + u2
, e41 = cosϕ
uγ2
(
q˜2 − u2) sechY
q˜
√
q˜2 sinh2Y + u2
, (C.3)
e50 = cosϕ
quγ2
√
q˜2 − u2 sechY
q˜
, e51 = − cosϕ
qγ2
√
q˜2 − u2 sechY
q˜
, (C.4)
e70 = sinϕ , e71 = 0 , (C.5)
while the only non-zero components of the spin connection (pulled back to the worldsheet)
are
ω340 = −ω430 = −
cos2ϕ
√
q˜2 − u2
q˜
(
q2u2γ2 + q˜2 sinh2Y
)
sechY
q˜2 sinh2Y + u2 , (C.6)
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ω341 = −ω431 = −
cos2ϕuγ2
(
q˜2 − u2)3/2
q˜
sechY
q˜2 sinh2Y + u2 , (C.7)
ω350 = −ω530 =
cos2ϕ quγ2
q˜
√
q˜2 sinh2Y + u2 sechY, (C.8)
ω351 = −ω531 = −
cos2ϕ qγ2
q˜
√
q˜2 sinh2Y + u2 sechY. (C.9)
D Gamma matrices
In Section 3.3–3.4 we demonstrate that it is beneficial to work with a set of boosted gamma
matrices, related to our original 10d Dirac matrices ΓA, A = 0, 1, ..., 9, by
Γˆ0 = secϕ
(
Γ0 − sinϕ Γ7
)
, Γˆ7 = secϕ
(
Γ7 − sinϕ Γ0
)
, ΓˆA = ΓA for A 6= 0, 7 .
(D.1)
We pick the representation of ΓA that yields the following forms for ΓˆA:
Γˆµ = σ1 ⊗ γµ ⊗ 1⊗ σ2 ⊗ 1 , µ = 0, 1, 2 (D.2)
Γˆn = σ1 ⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗ σ1 ⊗ γn , n = 3, 4, 5 (D.3)
Γˆn˙ = σ1 ⊗ 1⊗ γn˙ ⊗ σ3 ⊗ 1 , n˙ = 6, 7, 8 (D.4)
Γˆ9 = −σ2 ⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗ 1 , (D.5)
where, in terms of the Pauli matrices σi, the 3d gamma matrices γi are given by
γµ = (−iσ3, σ1, σ2) , γn = (σ1, σ2, σ3) , γn˙ = (σ2,−σ3,−σ1) . (D.6)
In this basis,
Γˆ = σ3 ⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗ 1 , (D.7)
Γˆ12 = 1⊗ (iσ3)⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗ 1 , (D.8)
Γˆ68 = 1⊗ 1⊗ (iσ3)⊗ 1⊗ 1 , (D.9)
Γˆ012345 = 1⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗ σ3 ⊗ 1 , (D.10)
Γˆ34 = 1⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗ (iσ3) , (D.11)
Γˆ35 = 1⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗ (−iσ2) , (D.12)
and in particular we see that Γˆ (Weyl matrix), Γˆ12, Γˆ68 and the projectors Pˆ± = 12
(
1± Γˆ012345
)
are simultaneously diagonalized.
Note that in this representation, instead of ΓA, it is ΓˆA that have definite hermiticity:
Γˆ0 is anti-hermitian, while Γˆi is hermitian for i = 1, 2, ..., 9. Accordingly, for the intertwiners
B, T and C, defined by the relations14
(ΓA)∗ = B ΓA B−1 , (D.13)
14 These relations must hold for ΓA, not the boosted ΓˆA.
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(ΓA)† = −T ΓA T−1 , (D.14)
(ΓA)T = −C ΓA C−1 , (D.15)
we have
B = Γ1469 , T = Γˆ0 , C = T B . (D.16)
E Fermion derivatives
Looking at equation (3.11) we can define the following fermion derivatives
D = (1− u)γcos2ϕ ζ
(
D1 −D0 − 18( /H0 − /H1)
)
∂S→0
,
D˜ = (1 + u)γcos2ϕ ζ
(
D1 + D0 − 18( /H0 + /H1)
)
∂S→0
,
(E.1)
where Da = ∂a+ 14ωABa ΓAB, and cos2ϕ ζ(1±u)γ were introduced to normalize the ∂Y term.
The NS-NS flux appears as /Ha ≡ eAaHABCΓBC , which we can rewrite
/Ha =
1
3HABC
(
eAa ΓBC + eBa ΓCA + eCa ΓAB
)
=
∑
ABC
1
6HABC
(
eAa (ΓAΓABC + ΓBCAΓA) + eBa (ΓBΓBCA + ΓCABΓB)
+ eCa (ΓCΓCAB + ΓABCΓC)
)
=
∑
ABC
1
6HABC
∑
D∈A,B,C
eDa (ΓDΓABC + ΓABCΓD)
= 16HABC
∑
D
eDa (ΓDΓABC + ΓABCΓD)
= 16(ρa
/H + /Hρa) .
(E.2)
On the first line we used the antisymmetry of H, going to the second that ΓAΓA = 1 (no
summation), on the third the antisymmetry of ΓABC , and lastly on the fourth line the fact
that for D /∈ {A,B,C}
ΓDΓABC + ΓABCΓD = 0 . (E.3)
Hence we have
D = ∂Y +
1
2G Γ34 +
1
2Q Γ35 −
(1− u)γ
48 cos2ϕ ζ
(
/H(ρ0 − ρ1) + (ρ0 − ρ1) /H
)
,
D˜ = ∂Y +
1
2G˜ Γ34 +
1
2Q Γ35 −
(1 + u)γ
48 cos2ϕ ζ
(
/H(ρ0 + ρ1) + (ρ0 + ρ1) /H
)
.
(E.4)
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with
G = ω
34
1 − ω340
cos2ϕ ζ(1 + u)γ =
q˜2(1− u) cosh2Y − q˜2 + u2
q˜
(
q˜2 sinh2Y + u2
) sechY ,
G˜ = ω
34
1 + ω340
cos2ϕ ζ(1− u)γ = −
q˜2(1 + u) cosh2Y − q˜2 + u2
q˜
(
q˜2 sinh2Y + u2
) sechY ,
Q = ω
35
1 ∓ ω350
cos2ϕ ζ(1± u)γ = −
q
q˜
√
q˜2 − u2
√
q˜2 sinh2Y + u2 sechY .
(E.5)
The next step is to take (3.42)
/H = 24q cosϕ
(
Γˆ∗ P+ −∆ Γˆ12
)
(E.6)
and substitute into (E.4), with the further restriction that the derivatives act on kappa
fixed spinors, as in (3.40). For DK1 the relevant term is
1
48 cos2ϕ
(
/H(ρ0 − ρ1) + (ρ0 − ρ1) /H
)
K1
= − 124 cosϕ
(
/HΓˆ0K2 + Γˆ0K2 /H
)
K1
= −q
(
Γˆ∗P+Γˆ0K2K1 + Γˆ0K2Γˆ∗P+K1
−∆Γˆ12Γˆ0K2K1 − Γˆ0K2∆Γˆ12K1
)
= q
(
P−Γˆ12K2K1 + (−K2 + 1)P+Γˆ12K1
−
(
∆0 + ∆7 Γˆ07
)
Γˆ12K2K1 +
(
∆0 + ∆7 Γˆ07
)
Γˆ12K2K1 −∆0 Γˆ12K1
)
= −q
(
RP− −
(
R+ Γˆ12
)
P+ + ∆0 Γˆ12
)
K1,
(E.7)
where we have also used the definition of the kappa projectors (3.37), the form of ∆ in
(3.43), the relation KJ Γˆ0 = −Γˆ0KJ + Γˆ0, and (3.48). Similarly, for D˜K2 we have
1
48 cos2ϕ
(
/H(ρ0 + ρ1) + (ρ0 + ρ1) /H
)
K2 (E.8)
= −q
(
RP− −
(
R+ Γˆ12
)
P+ + ∆0 Γˆ12
)
K2, (E.9)
and with this, the fermion derivatives take the final form
D = ∂Y +
1
2G Γˆ34 +
1
2Q Γˆ35 +
q(1− u)γ
ζ
(
RP− − (R+ Γˆ12)P+ + ∆0 Γˆ12
)
,
D˜ = ∂Y +
1
2G˜ Γˆ34 +
1
2Q Γˆ35 +
q(1 + u)γ
ζ
(
RP− − (R+ Γˆ12)P+ + ∆0 Γˆ12
)
.
(E.10)
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Let us stress one last time, that these forms are only valid when acting on kappa-fixed
spinors.
F No normalizable solutions for ∆ 6= 0
In section 4 we found the expected number of normalizable solutions in an analytic form
for ∆ = 0. However, to complete the counting argument for fermion zero modes, it is
necessary to demonstrate that there are no normalizable solutions at all for ∆ 6= 0 . This
happens for the maximally SUSY AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1 giant magnon, on the Γ1268 = +1
spinor subspace:
∆ = − tan2ϕ Γˆ0 − tanϕ secϕ Γˆ7 =
(
κ2 − κκ˜ Γˆ07
)
Γˆ0 ,
κ = tanϕ , κ˜ =
√
1 + κ2 = secϕ .
(F.1)
The equations of motion are
ζ(1 + u)γD Ψ1 + q˜
(
R P− −K1∆ Γˆ∗
)
Ψ2 = 0 ,
ζ(1− u)γD˜ Ψ2 − q˜
(
R P− −K2∆ Γˆ∗
)
Ψ1 = 0 .
(F.2)
with fermion derivatives
D = ∂Y +
1
2G Γˆ34 +
1
2Q Γˆ35 +
q(1− u)γ
ζ
(
RP− − (R+ Γˆ12)P+ − κ2 Γˆ12
)
,
D˜ = ∂Y +
1
2G˜ Γˆ34 +
1
2Q Γˆ35 +
q(1 + u)γ
ζ
(
RP− − (R+ Γˆ12)P+ − κ2 Γˆ12
)
.
(F.3)
Our approach will be similar to section 4. First we write down general kappa-fixed spinors,
which we then substitute into the equations of motion to get a system of simpler ODEs.
Kappa fixing. The main difference from ∆ = 0 is that the solutions will not have definite
P± chirality, since ∆ mixes the P+ and P− subspaces. Accordingly, the kappa-fixed ansatz
generalizing (4.5) will have to relate the two projections. This is achieved by
ΨJ =
∑
λ=±
[(
αJ+ + αJ− Γˆ45
)
fJ(Y) +
(
α¯J+ + α¯J− Γˆ45
)
gJ(Y) Γˆ07
]
Uλ , (F.4)
where the constant spinor Uλ is shared between I = 1 and 2, and has eigenvalues Γ34Uλ =
+iUλ, P−Uλ = Uλ and Γˆ12Uλ = iλUλ. The functions fJ , gJ represent the parts of the
solution on the P− and P+ subspaces respectively, and Γˆ07 transforms Uλ between the two.
We take αJ± to be defined by (4.7)–(4.8), and
α¯J± ≡ αJ±|λ→−λ . (F.5)
This is because the definition of λ here differs from that in section 4, the two agree on the
P− subspace, while on P+ they are related by a minus sign.
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The K∆Γˆ∗ terms. For the most part, substitution yields equations that are familiar
from section 4, the only new terms being K1∆ Γˆ∗Ψ2 and K2∆ Γˆ∗Ψ1. It is easy to see that
∆ Γˆ∗ΨJ =
∑
λ=±
[ (
αJ+ + αJ− Γˆ45
)
iλ
(
κ2 − κκ˜ Γˆ07
)
fJ (F.6)
+
(
α¯J+ + α¯J− Γˆ45
)
iλ
(
κ2 Γˆ07 − κκ˜
)
gJ
]
Uλ . (F.7)
On the other hand, from (4.1) and the definitions (4.7)–(4.8) one can derive the action of
the kappa-projectors on a general spinor V = V++V− on the P− subspace, with components
Γˆ34V± = ±iV±
K1V =
(
α1+ + α1− Γˆ45
)[1
2e
−iχ
√
1− λQ+ sechY V+
− 12λe
iχ
√
1 + λQ+ sechY Γˆ45V−
]
,
K2V =
(
α2+ + α2− Γˆ45
)[1
2e
−iχ˜
√
1 + λQ− sechY V+
+ 12λe
iχ˜
√
1− λQ− sechY Γˆ45V−
]
.
(F.8)
The corresponding expressions for the P+ subspace are obtained by sending λ → −λ.
Putting these together we get
K1∆ Γˆ∗Ψ2 =
∑
λ=±
[ (
α1+ + α1− Γˆ45
) [
iλq˜κ2δ1 f2 − iλq˜κκ˜δ2 g2
]
+
(
α¯1+ + α¯1− Γˆ45
) [
iλq˜κ2δ¯1 g2 − iλq˜κκ˜δ¯2 f2
]
Γˆ07
]
Uλ ,
K2∆ Γˆ∗Ψ1 =
∑
λ=±
[ (
α2+ + α2− Γˆ45
) [
−iλq˜κ2δ¯1 f1 − iλq˜κκ˜δ2 g1
]
+
(
α¯2+ + α¯2− Γˆ45
) [
−iλq˜κ2δ1 g1 − iλq˜κκ˜δ¯2 f1
]
Γˆ07
]
Uλ ,
(F.9)
with
δ1 =
1
2
(
ei(χ˜−χ)
√
(1− λQ+ sechY) (1 + λQ− sechY)
− e−i(χ˜−χ)
√
(1 + λQ+ sechY) (1− λQ− sechY)
)
,
δ2 =
1
2
(
ei(χ˜−χ)
√
(1− λQ+ sechY) (1− λQ− sechY)
+ e−i(χ˜−χ)
√
(1 + λQ+ sechY) (1 + λQ− sechY)
)
,
(F.10)
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and δ¯J = δJ |λ→−λ.
Reduced equations. Substituting (F.4) into (F.2) we get
∑
λ=±
[ (
α1+ + α1− Γˆ45
)[
∂Yf1 +
(
C11 − iλqκ2 (1− u)γ
ζ
)
f1
+
(
C12 − iλq˜κ2δ1 (1− u)γ
ζ
)
f2 + iλq˜κκ˜δ2
(1− u)γ
ζ
g2
]
+
(
α¯1+ + α¯1− Γˆ45
)[
∂Yg1 −
(
C+ + iλqκ2
(1− u)γ
ζ
)
g1
+ iλq˜κκ˜δ¯2
(1− u)γ
ζ
f2 − iλq˜κ2δ¯1 (1− u)γ
ζ
g2
]
Γˆ07
]
Uλ = 0 ,
(F.11)
∑
λ=±
[ (
α2+ + α2− Γˆ45
)[
∂Yf2 +
(
C21 − iλqκ2 (1 + u)γ
ζ
)
f2
+
(
C22 − iλq˜κ2δ¯1 (1 + u)γ
ζ
)
f1 − iλq˜κκ˜δ2 (1 + u)γ
ζ
g1
]
+
(
α¯2+ + α¯2− Γˆ45
)[
∂Yg2 −
(
C− + iλqκ2
(1 + u)γ
ζ
)
g2
− iλq˜κκ˜δ¯2 (1 + u)γ
ζ
f1 − iλq˜κ2δ1 (1 + u)γ
ζ
g1
]
Γˆ07
]
Uλ = 0 ,
(F.12)
where C± and Cij are as defined in (4.12), (4.17). If we make the ansatz
f1 =
e−
∫
C11dY
√
1 + u
f˜1 , g1 =
e
∫
C+dY
√
1 + u
g˜1 ,
f2 =
e−
∫
C21dY
√
1− u f˜2 , g2 =
e
∫
C−dY
√
1− u g˜2 ,
(F.13)
we get the following four equations(
∂Y − iλqκ2 (1− u)γ
ζ
)
f˜1 +
(
e+i2λξY (λ tanhY − iξ)− iλq˜κ2 δ1
ζ
e
∫
(C11−C21)dY
)
f˜2
+ iλq˜κκ˜δ2
ζ
e
∫
(C11+C−)dY g˜2 = 0 ,
(F.14)
(
∂Y − iλqκ2 (1 + u)γ
ζ
)
f˜2 +
(
e−i2λξY (λ tanhY + iξ)− iλq˜κ2 δ¯1
ζ
e
∫
(C21−C11)dY
)
f˜1
− iλq˜κκ˜δ2
ζ
e
∫
(C21+C+)dY g˜1 = 0 ,
(F.15)
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(
∂Y − iλqκ2 (1− u)γ
ζ
)
g˜1 + iλq˜κκ˜
δ¯2
ζ
e−
∫
(C21+C+)dY f˜2
− iλq˜κ2 δ¯1
ζ
e
∫
(C−−C+)dY g˜2 = 0 ,
(F.16)
(
∂Y − iλqκ2 (1 + u)γ
ζ
)
g˜2 − iλq˜κκ˜ δ¯2
ζ
e−
∫
(C11+C−)dY f˜1
− iλq˜κ2 δ1
ζ
e
∫
(C+−C−)dY g˜1 = 0 .
(F.17)
The first thing to observe is that setting κ = 0 the functions f˜1, f˜2 decouple from g˜1, g˜2,
and indeed we recover the ∆ = 0 solutions found in section 4.
Pure R-R background. We have not been able to find exact solutions at general values
of q and κ, nonetheless, we can give an argument for their non-normalizability if we consider
an expansion in powers of q and κ. It turns out we can already see non-normalizability at
leading order in q, i.e. at q = 0, with the equations simplifying to
∂Y f˜1 + λκ˜2 tanhY f˜2 + i λκκ˜ sechY g˜2 = 0 ,
∂Y f˜2 + λκ˜2 tanhY f˜1 − i λκκ˜ sechY g˜1 = 0 ,
∂Y g˜1 + λκ2 tanhY g˜2 + i λκκ˜ sechY f˜2 = 0 ,
∂Y g˜2 + λκ2 tanhY g˜1 − i λκκ˜ sechY f˜1 = 0 .
(F.18)
Zeroth order in κ. The first thing to observe is that setting κ = 0 leads to a significant
simplification of the equations. f˜1, f˜2 decouple from g˜1, g˜2, and the solutions take the form
f˜1 = c1sechY + c2 coshY , g˜1 = c3 ,
f˜2 = λc1sechY − λc2 coshY , g˜2 = c4 .
(F.19)
This limit corresponds to the case of ∆ = 0, and the solutions match those found in section
4, after we set q = 0. Let us denote the only normalizable solution in the κ→ 0 limit by
f˜
(0)
1 = C0 sechY , g˜(0)1 = 0 ,
f˜
(0)
2 = λC0 sechY , g˜(0)2 = 0 .
(F.20)
Expansion in κ. Introducing the vector notation f = (f˜1, f˜2, g˜1, g˜2)>, the equations
above, for general values of κ, can be written as
∂Y f +Mκ(Y)f = 0 . (F.21)
Since Mκ(Y) is regular at κ = 0, we can make the ansatz
f =
∞∑
n=0
κnf (n) , (F.22)
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where f (n) = (f˜ (n)1 , f˜
(n)
2 , g˜
(n)
1 , g˜
(n)
2 )> are independent of κ. Substituting this into the equa-
tions, then expanding in κ, we get a system of ODEs for each power of κ: for all n the
f (n) equations will have the same homogeneous part as the κ = 0 system, and the forcing
terms will be given by some linear combination of lower order solutions
∂Y f (n) +M0(Y)f (n) =
n−1∑
k=0
Fnk f (k) . (F.23)
We need to solve these order-by-order, and for normalizability at generic values of κ, we
would need all f (n) to be normalizable.
First order in κ. At zeroth order we simply have the homogeneous κ = 0 equations,
and the normalizable f (0) solution is (F.20). The first subleading solution f (1) is obtained
from (F.23) with
F 10 = iλ sechY

0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0
0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0
 , (F.24)
and is given by
f˜
(1)
1 = c3sechY + c4 coshY , g˜(1)1 = c1 − i C0 tanhY ,
f˜
(1)
2 = c3sechY − c4 coshY , g˜(1)2 = c2 − iλ C0 tanhY .
(F.25)
The terms with C0 are fixed, they are the response to the zeroth order (κ = 0) solution
(F.20), while the integration constants cj for j = 1, ..., 4 parametrize the homogeneous
solution. We see that there is no combination of cj that would make all components
normalizable, in particular, g˜(1)J can be chosen to decay at either Y → ∞ or Y → −∞, but
not both.
It is already impossible to find a decaying solution at first order in κ, and we conclude
that there are no normalizable solutions for ∆ 6= 0.
G Phase identities
The following formulae are useful when deriving the reduced equations of motion (4.11)
and (4.16). Using simple trigonometric and hyperbolic identities and Euler’s formula it is
easy to see that
ei arccot(α cschY) = i
(sinhY − iα
sinhY + iα
)1/2
, (G.1)
e
i arcsin
(
tanhY√
1−α2 sech2Y
)
= i tanhY − i
√
1− α2sechY√
1− α2 sech2Y
, (G.2)
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and with these we have
eiχ =
(
q˜ sinhY − iu
q˜ sinhY + iu
)1/4tanhY + i
√
1−Q2+sechY√
1−Q2+ sech2Y
1/2 ,
eiχ˜ = i
(
q˜ sinhY − iu
q˜ sinhY + iu
)1/4tanhY − i
√
1−Q2−sechY√
1−Q2− sech2Y
1/2 ,
(G.3)
where, as defined in (4.2),
χ = 12
arccot(u cschY
q˜
)
− arcsin
 tanhY√
1−Q2+ sech2Y
 ,
χ˜ = 12
arccot(u cschY
q˜
)
+ arcsin
 tanhY√
1−Q2− sech2Y
 .
(G.4)
H The su(1|1)2c.e. algebra and its representaions
In this section we will build up the centrally extended su(1|1)2 algebra, and look at its
short representations. This is the off-shell symmetry algebra of the light-cone gauge fixed
superstring theory on AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1 [47], and as such, is of great importance in
understanding the AdS3/CFT2 duality.
H.1 The su(1|1) algebra
The algebra psu(1|1) consist of the anticommuting supercharges Q and S , and if we add
the central charge H, i.e. introduce the non-trivial anticommutation relation
{Q,S} = H , (H.1)
we get the su(1|1) algebra. In its simplest non-trivial representation a bosonic state |φ〉
and a fermionic state |ψ〉 transform under the charges according to
Q |φ〉 = a |ψ〉 , S |φ〉 = 0 , H |φ〉 = H |φ〉 ,
Q |ψ〉 = 0 , S |ψ〉 = b |φ〉 , H |ψ〉 = H |ψ〉 . (H.2)
For closure of the algebra the eigenvalue of the central charge must be H = ab. In fact the
representation is labelled by H alone, the ratio of a and b is physically irrelevant, it only
parametrizes the difference in normalization of the states |φ〉 and |ψ〉. Let us denote this
representation by (1|1)H .
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H.2 The su(1|1)2 algebra
In the direct product of two su(1|1) algebras we have two copies (left and right) of each
charge, satisfying
{QL,SL} = HL, {QL,QR} = 0, {QL,SR} = 0,
{QR,SR} = HR, {SL ,SR } = 0, {QR,SL} = 0.
(H.3)
When coupling these two systems, we can introduce the total Hamiltonian H and the
angular momentum M
H = HL + HR, M = HL −HR. (H.4)
In terms of these generators we have
{QL,SL} = 12 (H + M) , {QR,SR} = 12 (H−M) . (H.5)
Representations. Irreducible representations will be tensor products of a left-moving
and a right-moving part, since the algebra is a direct product. For later convenience we
take SL and QR to be raising operators, while QL and SR will be lowering operators. A
highest weight state then satisfies
SL |h.w.〉 = 0, QR |h.w.〉 = 0. (H.6)
In a short representation a highest weight state will be annihilated by additional su-
percharges. For the su(1|1)2 algebra the two shortening conditions are HL = 0 and HR = 0.
A representation where the h.w. state has vanishing HR, and is therefore annihilated by
SR, is called a left-moving representation. The simplest non-trivial example is given by
(1|1)H ⊗ 1, with a bosonic state |φ〉 and a fermionic state |ψ〉 transforming as
QL |φ〉 = a |ψ〉 , SL |φ〉 = 0 , HL |φ〉 = H |φ〉 ,
QL |ψ〉 = 0 , SL |ψ〉 = b |φ〉 , HL |ψ〉 = H |ψ〉 ,
QR |φ〉 = 0 , SR |φ〉 = 0 , HR |φ〉 = 0 ,
QR |ψ〉 = 0 , SR |ψ〉 = 0 , HR |ψ〉 = 0 .
(H.7)
withH = ab. We also have right-moving representations withHL = 0, whose highest weight
states are annihilated by QL. An example is 1⊗ (1|1)H , in which the right generators act
on the two states |φ¯〉 and |ψ¯〉 as in (H.2), and all the left generators annihilate them.
H.3 The centrally extended su(1|1)2 algebra
We can extend the su(1|1)2 algebra by introducing two additional central charges C and
C. These appear in anticommutators between the two sectors, and we take the choice15
{QL,SL} = HL , {QL,QR} = C , {QL,SR} = 0 ,
{QR,SR} = HR , {SL ,SR } = C , {QR,SL} = 0 .
(H.8)
15 Alternatively we could have taken {QL,SR} = C, but this deformation was ruled out for the case of
AdS3/CFT2, by considering the length-changing effects on the spin-chain [46].
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Note that su(1|1)2c.e. is not of direct product form, i.e. we cannot construct its irre-
ducible representations from irreps of the two sectors. To make connection to the physics,
from now on we use the subscript p on the states and representation parameters, indicat-
ing that these depend on the momentum of the excitation. Let us now consider the short
representations of this algebra.
H.3.1 The left-moving representation
The generalization of (H.7) compatible with the above deformation is given by
%L :
QL |φLp〉 = ap |ψLp〉 , QL |ψLp〉 = 0,
SL |φLp〉 = 0, SL |ψLp〉 = bp |φLp〉 ,
QR |φLp〉 = 0, QR |ψLp〉 = cp |φLp〉 ,
SR |φLp〉 = dp |ψLp〉 , SR |ψLp〉 = 0,
(H.9)
with central charges
HL |φLp〉 = apbp |φLp〉 , C |φLp〉 = apcp |φLp〉 ,
HR |φLp〉 = cpdp |φLp〉 , C |φLp〉 = bpdp |φLp〉 .
(H.10)
Shortening condition. The highest weight state |φLp〉 is annihilated by the raising op-
erators SL and QR, but also satisfies the condition
(HRQL −CSR) |φLp〉 = (apcpdp − apcpdp) |ψLp〉 = 0. (H.11)
Since this particular combination of the lowering operators QL and SR annihilates the
h.w. state, the representation is short. The state |φLp〉 must also be annihilated by the
anticommutator {SL,HRQL−CSR} = HLHR−CC, but this is a central charge, implying
that
(HLHR −CC) |χLp〉 = 0 (H.12)
for all states χLp = φLp, ψLp in the representation. This shortening condition, when applied
to physical states, will play the role of the dispersion relation.
H.3.2 The right-moving representation
For this representation the role of QL, QR and SL, SR is exchanged, and the right-movers
|φRp 〉 and |ψRp 〉 transform according to
%R :
QR |φRp 〉 = ap |ψRp 〉 , QR |ψRp 〉 = 0,
SR |φRp 〉 = 0, SR |ψRp 〉 = bp |φRp 〉 ,
QL |φRp 〉 = 0, QL |ψRp 〉 = cp |φRp 〉 ,
SL |φRp 〉 = dp |ψRp 〉 , SL |φRp 〉 = 0,
(H.13)
with the central charges acting as
HL |φRp 〉 = cpdp |φRp 〉 , C |φRp 〉 = apcp |φRp 〉 ,
HR |φRp 〉 = apbp |φRp 〉 , C |φRp 〉 = bpdp |φRp 〉 .
(H.14)
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Shortening condition. The highest weight state, which is |ψRp 〉 in this case, again sat-
isfies the condition
(HRQL −CSR) |ψRp 〉 = 0, (H.15)
and the representation is short. The state |ψRp 〉 must also be annihilated by the anticom-
mutator {SL,HRQL −CSR} = HLHR −CC, and we have the same shortening condition
in terms of the central charges as for the left-movers
(HLHR −CC) |χRp 〉 = 0 (H.16)
for all states χRp = φRp , ψRp .
I The psu(1|1)4c.e. algebra and its representations
The centrally extended psu(1|1)4 superalgebra is of particular interest to us, as it is the
symmetry algebra of the ground state in the instance of AdS3/CFT2 duality where the
string background is AdS3 × S3 × T4 [44]. As it already appeared in the study of the
massive sector of the theory in [35], the algebra can be obtained from two copies of the
centrally extended su(1|1)2. In this section we briefly review this construction.
I.1 From su(1|1)2c.e. to psu(1|1)4c.e.
If we take two copies of the su(1|1)2c.e. algebra (H.8) that share the four central charges, we
get the centrally extended psu(1|1)4 with generators{
Q a˙L ,SLa˙,QRa˙,S a˙R ,HL,HR,C,C
}
a˙=1,2 (I.1)
satisfying the anticommutation relations
{Q a˙L ,SLb˙} = δa˙b˙ HL , {Q a˙L ,QRb˙} = δa˙b˙ C ,
{QRa˙,S b˙R } = δ b˙a˙ HR , {SLa˙ ,S b˙R } = δ b˙a˙ C .
(I.2)
In other words, we are dealing with
psu(1|1)4 n u(1)4 . (I.3)
Equivalently, we can consider a tensor product of two copies of (H.8)
Q 1L = QL ⊗ 1 , SL1 = SL ⊗ 1 , Q 2L = 1⊗QL , SL2 = 1⊗ SL ,
QR1 = QR ⊗ 1 , S 1R = SR ⊗ 1 , QR2 = 1⊗QR , S 2R = 1⊗ SR ,
(I.4)
also for the central elements
H 1L = HL ⊗ 1 , H 2L = 1⊗HL , C 1 = C⊗ 1 , C 2 = 1⊗C ,
H 1R = HR ⊗ 1 , H 2R = 1⊗HR , C 1 = C⊗ 1 , C 2 = 1⊗C .
(I.5)
After identifying the central charges as
H 1L = H 2L , H 1R = H 2R , C1 = C2, C1 = C2, (I.6)
and consequently dropping the indices 1, 2, we are left with psu(1|1)4c.e.. Looking at the
algebra this way will be helpful in constructing its short representations.
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I.2 Bi-fundamental representations
It was shown, first for the spin-chain and later for the AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1 superstring,
that the massive off-shell excitations in both of the left- and right-moving sectors trans-
form in short (four-dimensional) bi-fundamental representations of the centrally extended
psu(1|1)4. That is, we can obtain the relevant representations by tensoring the fundamental
representations %L (H.9) and %R (H.13) of su(1|1)2c.e..
Left module. Borrowing notation from [44], the four left-movers can be written as
Y L = φL ⊗ φL , ηL1 = ψL ⊗ φL , ηL2 = φL ⊗ ψL , ZL = ψL ⊗ ψL , (I.7)
and they transform under the tensor product of two left-moving representations %L:
%L ⊗ %L :
Q a˙L |Y Lp 〉 = ap |ηLa˙p 〉 , Q a˙L |ηLb˙p 〉 = a˙b˙ ap |ZLp 〉 ,
SLa˙ |ZLp 〉 = −a˙b˙ bp |ηLb˙p 〉 , SLa˙ |ηLb˙p 〉 = δ b˙a˙ bp |Y Lp 〉 ,
QRa˙ |ZLp 〉 = −a˙b˙ cp |ηLb˙p 〉 , QRa˙ |ηLb˙p 〉 = δ b˙a˙ cp |Y Lp 〉 ,
S a˙R |Y Lp 〉 = dp |ηLa˙p 〉 , S a˙R |ηLb˙p 〉 = a˙b˙ dp |ZLp 〉 .
(I.8)
The representation coefficients of the two %L must match, since the central charges are
shared, and we get a minus sign when charges of the second type act on a state with a
fermion in the first part of the tensor product. Each central charge acts uniformly across
all states
HL |χL〉 = apbp |χL〉 , C |χL〉 = apcp |χL〉 ,
HR |χL〉 = cpdp |χL〉 , C |χL〉 = bpdp |χL〉 .
(I.9)
Right module. Similarly we can introduce the right-moving excitations
Y R = φR ⊗ φR , ηR1 = ψR ⊗ φR , ηR2 = φR ⊗ ψR , ZR = ψR ⊗ ψR , (I.10)
and these will transform in the representation
%R ⊗ %R :
QRa˙ |Y Rp 〉 = a˙b˙ ap |ηRb˙p 〉 , QRa˙ |ηRb˙p 〉 = δ b˙a˙ ap |ZRp 〉 ,
S a˙R |ZRp 〉 = bp |ηRa˙p 〉 , S a˙R |ηRb˙p 〉 = −a˙b˙ bp |Y Rp 〉 ,
Q a˙L |ZRp 〉 = cp |ηRa˙p 〉 , Q a˙L |ηRb˙p 〉 = −a˙b˙ cp |Y Rp 〉 ,
SLa˙ |Y Rp 〉 = a˙b˙ dp |ηRb˙p 〉 , SLa˙ |ηRb˙p 〉 = δ b˙a˙ dp |ZRp 〉 ,
(I.11)
and for all right-movers
HL |χR〉 = cpdp |χR〉 , C |χR〉 = apcp |χR〉 ,
HR |χR〉 = apbp |χR〉 , C |χR〉 = bpdp |χR〉 .
(I.12)
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Shortening condition. Naturally extending the choice made for su(1|1)2, we take SLa˙
and QRa˙ as our raising operators, while Q a˙L and S a˙R will be lowering operators. The
highest weight states for %L ⊗ %L and %R ⊗ %R are |Y Lp 〉 and |ZRp 〉 respectively, but they are
also annihilated by two combinations of lowering operators, as should be the case for short
representations
(HRQ a˙L −CS a˙R ) |Y Lp 〉 = (apcpdp − apcpdp) |ηRa˙p 〉 = 0 ,
(HRQ a˙L −CS a˙R ) |ZRp 〉 = (apbpcp − apbpcp) |ηRa˙p 〉 = 0 .
(I.13)
Similarly to the case of su(1|1)2c.e., the anticommutator of this with SLb˙ still annihilates the
highest weight states, and in fact any state across both sectors, since it is a central element
of the algebra
(HLHR −CC) |χL,Rp 〉 = 0. (I.14)
Note that this is the same as (H.12) and (H.16).
J SU(2) currents for the q = 1 giant magnon
Using the usual SU(2) embedding (2.9), it is a relatively simple exercise to derive the left-
and right-currents for the q = 1 giant magnon (5.1):
J+ =
(
ia b
−b∗ −ia
)
, J− =
(
ic d
−d∗ −ic
)
,
K+ =
(
ie f
−f∗ −ie
)
, K− =
(
i 0
0 −i
)
,
(J.1)
where
a = 1− 2β2 sin2 p2 sech2Y ,
b = 2iβ sin2 p2 sechY(sec ρ− β tan ρ− iβ tanhY)e−2i(1−β sin ρ)x
+
,
c = 1− 2 sin2 p2 sech2Y ,
d = 2i sin p2 sechY
√
1− sin2 p2 sech2Ye−2i(1−β sin ρ)x
+−i arctan
(
tan p2 tanhY
)
,
e = 1− 2 cos2ρ sech2Y ,
f = 2 cos2ρ sechY(tanhY − i tan ρ)e2i(β sin ρx++x−) .
(J.2)
K Terms appearing in the q = 1 fermion equations
With the bosonic solution from section 5 as background, the following are the components
of the pulled-back vielbein eAa = EAµ (X)∂aXµ
e00 = 1 , e01 = 0 , (K.1)
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e30 =
β cos ρ tanhY√
b2 + (1 + b2) sinh2Y
, e31 =
β cos ρ tanhY√
b2 + (1 + b2) sinh2Y
, (K.2)
e40 =
bβ cos ρ+ b2 + (1 + b2) sinh2Y√
b2 + (1 + b2) sinh2Y
sechY√
1 + b2
, e41 =
bβ cos ρ√
b2 + (1 + b2) sinh2Y
sechY√
1 + b2
,
(K.3)
e50 = β sin ρ
sechY√
1 + b2
, e51 = (β sin ρ− 1)
sechY√
1 + b2
, (K.4)
while the only non-zero components of the spin connection (pulled back to the worldsheet)
are
ω340 = −ω430 = −
bβ cos ρ+ b2 + (1 + b2) sinh2Y
b2 + (1 + b2) sinh2Y
sechY√
1 + b2
, (K.5)
ω341 = −ω431 = −
bβ cos ρ
b2 + (1 + b2) sinh2Y
sechY√
1 + b2
, (K.6)
ω350 = −ω530 = β sin ρ
√
b2 + (1 + b2) sinh2Y sechY√
1 + b2
, (K.7)
ω351 = −ω531 = (β sin ρ− 1)
√
b2 + (1 + b2) sinh2Y sechY√
1 + b2
. (K.8)
Note that Y = 2β cos ρ x+ and the three parameters are related by β = −(b cos ρ− sin ρ).
The combinations appearing in the fermion derivatives are
G = ω341 − ω340 =
sechY√
1 + b2
, (K.9)
Q = ω351 − ω350 = −
√
b2 + (1 + b2) sinh2Y sechY√
1 + b2
, (K.10)
G˜ = ω341 + ω340 = −
2bβ cos ρ+ b2 + (1 + b2) sinh2Y
b2 + (1 + b2) sinh2Y
sechY√
1 + b2
, (K.11)
Q˜ = ω351 + ω350 = (2β sin ρ− 1)
√
b2 + (1 + b2) sinh2Y sechY√
1 + b2
. (K.12)
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